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Next Issue: Cyberspace
Fifty years ago this year, the first nuclear-tipped US intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) was placed on strategic alert at Vandenberg AFB. Today, nuclear deterrence remains the ultimate backstop of our security, dissuading our opponents and assuring our allies through extended deterrence. Our nation’s security relies on the remarkable attributes of the ICBM force and the dedication and professionalism of those who proudly stand watch with that system. Air Force Space Command (AFSPC) is dedicated to ensuring a credible, safe and combat-ready ICBM force that convinces potential adversaries of our unwavering commitment to defend our nation, its allies, and friends. We have defined perfection for ourselves through tough standards. We follow these standards to the letter and focus on structured, intensive, and perfection-oriented training for our maintenance, security, and operations personnel. We will never take our responsibilities or our nation’s trust and confidence for granted.

In this issue of High Frontier, past and current Air Force senior leaders provide their insight into the current status of the nuclear enterprise as well as the future of deterrence. General John A. Shaud, PhD, USAF, retired, leads off the “Senior Leader Perspective” section by explaining how capability, commitment, and communication shape the success of our ICBM force. Maj Gen Roger Burg, the Twentieth Air Force commander, provides a glimpse into the future of ICBMs as we transition to the new Global Strike Command and continue development of the Prompt Global Strike mission. Next, Maj Gen Don Alston, assistant chief of staff for strategic deterrence and nuclear integration, discusses the history of Air Force ICBMs as well as our current efforts to reinvigorate the nuclear enterprise. Reflecting on the time he spent in the ICBM force, Maj Gen Tim McMahon, USAF, retired, former Twentieth Air Force Commander, points out that despite the recent challenges, the current ICBM team will continue to do what it has done for half a century—get the job done. As the Air Force Nuclear Weapons Center enters its fourth year, Brig Gen Ev Thomas discusses how his center evolved over the last five decades into a single cohesive organization with complete control of the sustainment supply chain. The Senior Leader Perspective concludes with an article from Dr. Lani Kass, senior policy advisor to the Air Force chief of staff. She describes deterrence as a product of capability, will, and perception, and points out we must expand our idea of deterrence beyond traditional constructs to include new “pressure points.”

Continuing through this issue, we present two articles focused on the future of ICBMs. Lt Col Andrew Kovitch offers ideas on the proper development of ICBM experts in the new Global Strike Command. Next, Maj Jason Seyer provides details on adding the Conventional Strike Missile to the US’s weapons inventory to strike global targets quickly.

The remaining four articles and one book review span a multitude of topics. First, in the “Industry Perspective,” Mr. James Meyers shows us the positive impact contractors have made through decades of ICBM development as well as his thoughts on extending the life of the Minuteman III. Next, Dr. Rick Sturdevant interviews Col Joe Hale, USAF, retired, in the “Historical Perspective.” One of our treasured Air Force Space and Missile Pioneers, Colonel Hale, discusses his involvement in the shift from the liquid-fueled Thor, Atlas, and Titan ICBMs to the easier to maintain, solid-fueled Minuteman missile. Third, in this edition’s “Warfighter Focus,” Royal Air Force (RAF) Flt Lt David Smith explains the history and operation of the Ballistic Missile Early Warning System site at RAF Fylingdales. Then, in the “Reader’s Rebuttal,” Col James D. Rendleman, USAF, retired, responds to several articles from the November 2008 issue of High Frontier as he focuses on a new strategic framework for delivering space protection. Finally, we conclude this quarter’s volume with Dr. Sturdevant’s review of the book, Bomb Scare: The History and Future of Nuclear Weapons.

I encourage everyone to explore the High Frontier to increase your knowledge of space, cyberspace and missiles. In the interest of educating our AFSPC team on the cyber mission, the next issue’s topic will be “Cyberspace.” I look forward to your thoughtful articles and I encourage you to consider what issues and challenges we will face during this time of transition.

General C. Robert “Bob” Kehler
(BS, Education, Pennsylvania State University; MS, Public Administration, University of Oklahoma; MA, National Security and Strategic Studies, Naval War College, Newport, Rhode Island) is commander, Air Force Space Command (AFSPC), Peterson AFB, Colorado. He is responsible for the development, acquisition, and operation of the Air Force’s space and missile systems. The general oversees a global network of satellite command and control, communications, missiles, warning and launch facilities, and ensures the combat readiness of America’s intercontinental ballistic missile force. He leads more than 39,700 space professionals who provide combat forces and capabilities to North American Aerospace Defense Command and US Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM). General Kehler will assume cyberspace responsibilities as directed by CORONA Fall.

General Kehler has commanded at the squadron, group, and twice at the wing level, and has a broad range of operational and command tours in ICBM operations, space launch, space operations, missile warning, and space control. The general has served on the AFSPC Staff, Air Staff, and Joint Staff and served as the director of the National Security Space Office. Prior to assuming his current position, General Kehler was the deputy commander, USSTRATCOM, where he helped provide the president and secretary of defense with a broad range of strategic capabilities and options for the joint warfighter through several diverse mission areas, including space operations, integrated missile defense, computer network operations, and global strike.

General C. Robert Kehler
Commander, Air Force Space Command

“The US nuclear deterrent mission capability forms the ultimate backstop of our nation’s strategic defense—dissuading and deterring opponents and reassuring allies.”

— Secretary of the Air Force Michael B. Donley and Air Force Chief of Staff General Norton A. Schwartz

Introduction
The Success of our ICBM Force: Capability, Commitment, and Communication

General John A. Shaud, PhD, USAF, retired
Director, Air Force Research Institute
Maxwell AFB, Alabama

Dr. Dale L. Hayden
Military Defense Analyst, Air Force Research Institute
Maxwell AFB, Alabama

Now that the US Air Force has more clearly defined the future organizational direction of the service’s nuclear component, it is time to ask what comes next? Strategic deterrence in the post-Cold War era remains a fluid concept. Without a focus on a single foe, any strategy would be complicated and likely debatable. One approach suggests that deterrence is stronger when: (1) a state has the capability to impose great costs on a potential attacker, (2) a state is committed to respond to an attack by imposing such costs, and (3) a state’s commitments are clearly communicated.1 A clear understanding of these three C’s of deterrence theory—capability, commitment, and communication—are critical to our nation’s success and the future success of our intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) force.

In a recent editorial in Strategic Studies Quarterly, I reminded the readers that today our Air Force is the best in the world; however, to remain the best we must take on some of the most critical challenges we have ever faced—especially with regard to modernization. In transforming the US Air Force’s structure for the future, the nation must not place its sovereignty at risk or forfeit its current warfighting advantages. To present an effective deterrence, the portrait of formidable American power must remain crystal clear to our adversaries. Capability lies at the heart of our advantage.

Capability

Nuclear deterrence remains critical to our nation’s defense and is as important today as at any time in our past, particularly in light of a resurgent Russia, China’s additional nuclear force, and the posturing of nations like North Korea and Iran. During the Cold War, nuclear deterrence was the nation’s top priority. However, in the latest National Military Strategy, the nuclear issue has shifted from deterrence to limiting the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and downsizing nuclear assets. Nevertheless, it is important to emphasize that nuclear capabilities provide the overarching umbrella to national security not offered by any other set of weapon systems. At the height of the Cold War, the US had more than 1200 land-based ICBMs; with the recent closing of the last “B” side missile squadron in Montana, as for now the number is 450. Ongoing modernization and upgrade programs will allow the existing missiles, warheads, and command and control systems to remain operational through the 2020 timeframe, notionally to 2030, but how far beyond that remains unclear. The question with an aging fleet then becomes—does the nation substantially reduce nuclear forces and rely upon its strategic bombers and ballistic missile submarines for nuclear defense or does it fund needed modernization of all its nuclear forces?

Forging a consensus for nuclear modernization will be problematic. Some propose that ICBMs are outdated and that eliminating one leg of the triad would save money which could be used for other pressing national requirements. Following simple math, in eliminating the ICBMs the US would rely upon the remaining two legs: strategic bombers, and ballistic missile submarines. However, the world is rapidly reaching a time when stealth and altitude—high or low—will no longer be sufficient to penetrate an adversary’s airspace. Additionally, the recent Blue Ribbon review of nuclear security commissioned by Secretary of Defense Robert M. Gates found that, “Without an alert commitment for 17 years … the bomber force has seen a dramatic atrophy of its nuclear operational and academic skill sets.” Thus, without returning to the Cold War strategy of bombers on alert, the preponderance of reliance and risk then moves to the submarine force, essentially requiring the US to rely upon a single nuclear system. If a technical fault were to “ground” that single system, the US would be without a viable nuclear deterrent.

The nuclear triad has served America and her allies well for over 60 years. The rationale for its existence continues today and will so into the future. As horrific as 9/11 was, it did not place the nation’s survival at risk. Today, only a nation with strategic nuclear delivery capacity can do so. The October 1998 Defense Science Board Task Force on Nuclear Deterrence concluded that, “Significant numbers of ICBMs deny any adversary the benefit of a limited attack. Without the ICBMs, surprise attacks against a handful of bomber bases and sea-launched ballistic missile facilities, with plausible deniability, could drastically alter the correlation of forces.”

Continued reliance on a triad enhances national security through nuclear deterrence while simultaneously reducing strategic and operational risk. To ensure a creditable defense strategy, sustainable and affordable modernization programs are required. As Secretary of Defense Gates warned, unless the US modernizes its inventory of nuclear weapons and develops a replacement warhead, the atomic arsenal’s long-term safety and reliability will deteriorate.3 The first step in creating a sustainable force involves upgrading the present ICBM command and control structure. The next step requires modernizing the launch system. In doing this, the Air Force should consider basing a new launch system on a common family of vehicles—one used for commercial spacelift or for wider military application. A missile with wide application allows research and development costs to be spread over a larger number of vehicles, while at the same time reducing maintenance costs through use of common hardware.

Affordability of any new system in a constrained fiscal environment will become increasingly important. One way to reduce cost is by decreasing the number of ICBMs in the fleet. Fewer numbers, accompanied by a corresponding reduction in warheads can also be viewed as a stabilizing factor under the deterrence construct of
assured destruction. However, as Secretary of Defense Gates said, “To be blunt there is absolutely no way we can maintain a credible deterrent and reduce the number of weapons in our stockpile without resorting to testing our stockpile or pursuing a modernization program.” Consistent with national priorities, a comprehensive policy review evaluating the entire triad would be required before reducing the numbers significantly below the current 450. Any future study directing a new nuclear force structure must take into account deterrence against rogue nations and future near-peer competitors in the post 9/11 security environment.

Commitment

The second element in a credible deterrence strategy is commitment. Here, I am not referring to the resolve of our nation’s leaders to use nuclear weapons, but rather the commitment of the men and women involved in the day-to-day business of executing our nation’s nuclear deterrence policy. While a renewed focus and emphasis on the Air Forces’ nuclear mission is occurring at a rapid pace, what must not be overlooked is that our people are the essential element that will determine our service’s failure or success. Thus, organizational change alone will not address the myriad of issues currently facing our nuclear force. The larger issue is about leadership and instilling a culture where officers and senior non-commissioned officers will take charge and lead. Leadership basically has two essential elements—the mission, objective, or task to be accomplished, and the people who accomplish it. All facets of leadership must support these two basic elements. Effective leadership transforms human potential into effective performance in the present and prepares capable leaders for the future. A leader must never forget that people perform the mission.

No matter how advanced our technology or how complex the equipment, people-to-people relations get things done. People determine our success or failure. The success of our ICBM force and its deterrence capability depends on success at the critical junctures in leadership. These critical junctures are between officers and senior noncommissioned officers (NCOs) and senior NCOs and junior Airmen. The officer to senior NCO juncture often involves communication within the same generational group—or age group—but between individuals who often have dramatically different backgrounds and experiences within the service. Officers and enlisted members are acculturated differently within the service. For example, Air Force officers involved in operations, both rated and missiles, generally spend their formative years around other officers. Not until they reach command level—operations officer/squadron commander—will they find themselves working on a daily basis with NCOs. Senior NCOs must deal with a similarly complex issue when interacting with junior Airmen; they must be successful across a generational divide, separated not just in years, but by outlook and motivation, as well. When a weakness exists at either of these junctures, mission failure becomes more likely.

The Air Force core values form the bedrock of leadership. The core values are statements of those institutional values and principles of conduct that provide the moral framework in which military activities take place. The three fundamental and enduring values of integrity, service, and excellence require personal focus—one that is face-to-face that directly influences human behavior and values. Successful leaders tailor their behavior toward their fellow Airmen’s need for motivation, achievement, and sense of belonging, recognition, self-esteem, and control over their lives. Leaders foster growth by insisting that their people focus attention on the aspects of a situation or mission they control. When Airmen assume away the importance of leadership, compliance with established procedures and accountability are placed in jeopardy.

Compliance in the nuclear world is the realm of checklists; enforcement dependent upon leadership, and accountability paramount in ensuring a quality force. Strict adherence to established procedures is vital to the success of the nuclear mission. Compliance remains the cornerstone of our nuclear force, be it within operations, maintenance, or force protection. Human behavior will inevitability drive some to attempt to find the “easy way.” Compliance provides the backstop that guards against failure and simultaneously ensures mission success.

Accountability is about taking responsibility for initiating action and the results of that action. It is the cohesive element that holds our command structure together. Former Air Force Chief of Staff General Ronald R. Fogleman once said that Air Force “standards must be uniformly known, consistently applied, and non-selectively enforced. Accountability is critically important to good order and discipline of the force, and failure to ensure accountability will destroy the trust of the American public—the very people living under the Constitution we swore to support and defend, and who look to us, the members of their nation’s Air Force, to embrace and live by the standards that are higher than those in the society we serve.”

Communication

Communication, or the third “C,” is critical to the service’s success in the global environment. However, for any strategy to succeed, the nation must recognize that communication takes place in a globalized, interconnected environment—an environment in which our adversaries are quite competent and effective. To develop a broad strategy, the US Air Force must collectively, persistently and convincingly communicate its unique capability. The key to successful strategic communication lies in understanding that desired effects drive options rather than the other way around.

Communication is effective only when actions and words remain consistent. Accordingly, without the adversary knowing intent, strategic deterrence becomes irrelevant or worst case catastrophic. In the movie Dr. Strangefove: or How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb, the US president calls the Soviet premier to inform him that a rogue general has launched a B-52 nuclear strike against the USSR. In the conversation, the president learns that the Soviets have a “Doomsday Machine;” a device that will “kill all human and animal life on earth, and render the earth as dead as the moon for ninety-three years if a nuclear weapon is detonated on Russia.” Dr. Strangefove, the president’s advisor, explains that the point of such a device is lost if the Russians keep it a secret, whereupon the Soviet ambassador replies that it was to be announced the next Monday.

It is the responsibility of civilian leadership to communicate the nation’s intent, but it is paramount that the Air Force communicate its resolve to accomplish the nuclear deterrent mission for the nation by fielding and operating a force that is well trained and prepared to respond upon direction of the president. Lore is that when President John F. Kennedy announced during the Cuban missile crisis that he had his “first ace in the hole,” he was communicating
Modernization of the nation’s strategic deterrent force will communicate a message to the world. That message must be one that effectively integrates capability and commitment into a coherent position. However, as Secretary of Defense Gates observed, “Currently, the US is the only declared nuclear power that is neither modernizing its nuclear arsenal nor has the capability to produce a new nuclear warhead.” Therefore, it is imperative that we shape our message carefully and communicate effectively in light of current realities.

Conclusion
The Air Force faces many challenges in the years ahead. In an era of reduced budgets and increased worldwide commitments, we are challenged to meet the needs of the nation; despite having fewer Airmen in the entire US Air Force since 1950. Notwithstanding these challenges, the Air Force and Air Force Space Command (AFSPC) remain the most capable and lethal force on the globe. Daily they employ systems using professional, highly motivated Airmen who are recognized internationally as “world class.”

The free world depended upon the US’ nuclear umbrella for strategic deterrence during the Cold War. Today, in the post 9/11 environment, some view nuclear deterrence as irrelevant or inconsistent—either because it did not deter the attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon, or because the weapons are so horrific some believe they will never be used. It is within the context of these arguments that capability, commitment, and communication are paramount. A return to a strategic Cold War is unlikely; despite Chinese economic and military growth and Russia’s awakening from a period of decline. Nuclear deterrence provides a measure of security, still today, that is not offered by any other system—the security that comes from knowing that the nation has the ability to ensure that its sovereignty will never be placed at risk.

The new Global Strike Command appears to be the immediate future home for the nation’s ICBM force. This new command will carry with it not just the legacy of Strategic Air Command, but the heritage of AFSPC, as well. As a force provider to US Strategic Command, this new major command, to be commanded by a three-star general officer, will be responsible for the organize, train, and equip function of ICBMs for the Air Force. This may only be the first step toward redefining global strike and strategic deterrence. Strike, in the Cold War sense, refers to nuclear weapons; strike in the pre-atomic age construct, denotes strategic impact and effects. The future of strategic deterrence within the Air Force may well be within an effects-based command where air, space, and cyberspace operations are integrated across all three domains. Only time will tell. This would be a significant challenge, but one that the nation may require. Whatever the case, the Air Force will stand ready to meet the challenge.

Notes:
5. Stanley Kubrick, Peter George and Terry Southern, screenplay, Dr. Strangelove or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb, 1964.
The Future of the Land-Based Deterrent Under Air Force Global Strike Command

Maj Gen Roger W. Burg
Commander, Twentieth Air Force
F. E. Warren AFB, Wyoming

“The Twentieth Air Force (20 AF) is America’s ICBM Team deterring conflict with professional people and safe, combat ready missiles able to employ force upon direction.”

~ Twentieth Air Force Mission Statement

The intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) holds a significant place in the history of the defense of our country. On this 50th anniversary of the ICBM, we reflect on the achievements of this great weapon system and look to the future as we provide for the sustainment and the adaptive application of the ICBM mission.

As we tackle the monumental task of standing up the new nuclear major command (MAJCOM), Air Force Global Strike Command (AFGSC), I must stress the importance of the day-to-day mission of nuclear deterrence. As stated by both the Secretary of the Air Force Michael B. Donley, and the Air Force Chief of Staff (CSAF) General Norton A. Schwartz, “Reinvigorating the Air Force Nuclear Enterprise is our highest priority.”

The process of reinvigorating the nuclear enterprise begins with an understanding of the importance of every task and how everyone’s efforts relate to the overall mission of providing safe, secure combat ready missiles. In order to refocus, we must adopt a back-to-basics approach by leaders at all levels. And when I say leaders, I mean every Airman, not just commanders. I can think of no other weapon system in our Air Force where we depend so clearly on the discipline, high standards, and professional competence of small, independent teams, normally under the leadership of a young noncommissioned officer or officer to ensure mission success. As leaders in our profession, everyone bears the responsibility to accomplish “this mission with pride, professionalism, and solemn commitment to the highest standards of excellence.”

For the remainder of this article, I will focus on near-term and long-term changes as we transition the land-based leg of the nuclear triad under AFGSC with regard to people, weapon systems, and future capabilities. However, in order to recognize where we are going, I first want to begin with a summary of our illustrious history; a history that embodies the culture and lineage in which the nuclear mission is based.

Twentieth Air Force has a proud heritage as America’s long-range strategic force. Activated 20 June 1941, the unit’s B-29 Superfortresses bombed the Japanese islands. Two of these Superfortresses, the Enola Gay and Bock’s Car, brought an early end to World War II after they dropped the first atomic bombs on Japan. Twentieth Air Force units then went on to support United Nations’ forces during the Korean War and were inactivated after the conflict ended.

Twentieth Air Force was reactivated, 1 September 1991, as a component of the Strategic Air Command and located at Vandenberg AFB, California. Operationally responsible for all land-based ICBMs, 20 AF’s rebirth came at a time when America’s nuclear forces were entering a decade of unprecedented force reductions and changes. Spawned by the Cold War’s end and the breakup of the Soviet Union, these changes reshaped the basic fabric of the nation’s nuclear deterrent forces. For the men and women of America’s ICBM team, it proved to be a period of sustained, dramatic change.
Air Force now plans to align all its nuclear deterrent forces under one major command. Under the recent direction of the CSAF, the B-2 and B-52 bombers of Eighth Air Force as well as the Minuteman III (MM III) ICBM missiles of 20 AF will now be aligned under AFGSC. This new MAJCOM will allow for a direct chain of command for the nuclear deterrent forces and allow for an increase of focus, advocacy, and management of the Air Force nuclear mission. On 12 January 2009, the provisional headquarters was established at Bolling AFB, Maryland, with plans to stand up the permanent headquarters by the end of fiscal year 2009. The final location of AFGSC is yet to be determined. In addition, staff changes are underway at 20 AF for us to become a component numbered air force in order to enhance our ability to provide combat ready forces to the combatant commanders.

**People**

“Handling nuclear weapons—the most powerful and destructive instruments in the arsenal of freedom—is a tremendous responsibility. We owe you the attention, the people, and the resources you need to do the job right. For your part, you must never take your duties lightly. There is simply no room for error. Yours is the most sensitive mission in the entire United States military. I am confident it is in good hands.”

~ Secretary of Defense Robert M. Gates, 1 December 2008

The men and women who perform our mission of nuclear deterrence have a distinguished heritage as warfighters at the tip of the spear. The mission of deterrence is no less critical today than it was during the Cold War. Just as our predecessors under Strategic Air Command brought about the end of the Cold War, we stand in the position to continue the long proud legacy of deterring nuclear conflict. The relevance of the nuclear mission and its success rests in the hands of the warfighters of this command. In recognition of the importance of our Airmen and as a result of the nuclear enterprise being the CSAF’s number one priority, the programs explained below are currently being developed to obtain an environment beneficial to the support and mission success of our people. In addition, I will emphasize the refocus in culture required by the nuclear profession.

**Nuclear Career Path**

Recently, several reports have identified a declining level of expertise within the Air Force nuclear enterprise stating “Air Force leadership needs to develop a more effective approach to personnel management for manning critical nuclear positions.” As a result, a nuclear career path was formalized to identify personnel early in their careers and develop them in order to fill key nuclear billets in the future. In the past, the goal was to increase an officer’s breadth of experience, encouraging them to get exposed to as many space mission areas as possible during their career. This resulted in many space and missile operations (13S) officers spending a significant portion of their careers out of the nuclear arena, diluting the experience base. Working closely with AFSPC, 20 AF is forging ahead to enhance this career path. Current plans are to continue cooperation between 20 AF and AFSPC at several different levels with regard to training and personnel management. The current 13S AFSC will continue to be shared by both space and missile operators with the majority of new officer accessions going to 20 AF to serve as missile combat crew officers. Following their first assignment, these junior company grade officers will either stay in AFGSC and fill follow-on nuclear billets or flow to AFSPC to satisfy AFSPC’s requirement to fill space positions with these operationally experienced captains. This 13S career field management will allow AFGSC to retain personnel with the expertise and dedication to excellence required by the nuclear specialty and supply AFSPC with seasoned and experienced officers who fully understand operational discipline. The vision of this career path is to identify critical skill sets and develop those officers who possess them into the leaders of tomorrow. Those leaders will have the breadth of experience within the nuclear community and the depth of knowledge in nuclear operations that will be vital to our future success.

**Incentives**

Those deployed “in-place” to the nation’s missile complexes have long endured the harsh climate and rigorous duty schedule without complaint. The time to recognize and reward their efforts is long overdue. Several initiatives were presented to AFSPC for consideration and ultimately will be presented to Headquarters US Air Force for review and decision. Among those initiatives is the concept of deployment credit for tours of duty within the missile complex in recognition of being combatant commander assigned, as well as, the time spent away from home stations and families. Another proposal is the revitalization of education programs targeted to those within the ICBM community. These proposals and several others are being actively studied with the desire for rapid implementation.

**Culture**

Over the past year, several incidents and subsequent internal and external reviews have highlighted a substantial deficiency in the procedures, logistics, and sustainment of the nuclear enterprise. Consequently, our credibility to perform the vital mission of nuclear deterrence is in question. For this reason, the reinvigoration of the nuclear enterprise is now the number one priority of the Air Force. As we stand up AFGSC, a command solely focused and dedicated to the nuclear deterrent mission, I rely on airmen at all levels to take the lead and adopt a zero-defect culture in the performance of every task. The reinvigoration of the nuclear enterprise requires everyone’s commitment.
to right the performance and leadership failures of the past.

**Weapon Systems**

From the beginning of its development, the ICBM has played a critical role in providing security to our nation. Not only has our nation relied on the nuclear deterrence that our weapons provide, but our friends and allies also rely on our capability. By providing a reliable and capable nuclear deterrence, the ICBM force serves as a key piece in the national policy of the US. Through the enhancement of current systems and procurement of new weapon platforms to our arsenal, we ensure the continuing viability of our nation’s nuclear deterrence.

**Minuteman III upgrades**

In 1999, 20 AF began implementing programs designed to extend the life expectancy of the MM III system through 2020. The current programs, totaling over $6 billion, will give the Air Force a completely overhauled, if not new, MM III ICBM through upgrades or replacements of propulsion, guidance, re-entry vehicle, and ground systems. Upgrades are expected to be complete by 2012. Recent congressional guidance directs maintaining the operational capability of the weapon system through 2030. The MM III, in its current form, will continue to play a major role in America’s strategic nuclear force. The upgraded MM III will continue to defend the US, its forces, friends and allies well into the future.

**Security Modernization**

After testing, installation of the remote visual assessment (RVA) modification is well under way at all 450 MM III launch facilities (LF). The intent of the program is to provide a tactical advantage to security forces when responding to security situations at the LFs. Each flight security controller (FSC) has access to a dedicated RVA terminal which displays near real time streaming video of the LFs for which they have primary security responsibilities. In addition, the FSC can rewind the video memory to the time of any alarm to determine the cause. This capability will allow the FSC the ability to monitor the situation at the LF and tailor a response in the event of alarms at multiple LFs. No longer will our Airmen be blind while responding to a security situation.

**Missile Alert Facility Closed Circuit Television**

Still in the developmental stages, the positioning of closed circuit television cameras at each missile alert facility (MAF) will assist in perimeter defense and situational awareness. Most MAFs are located in areas with limited night time lighting and subject to environmental extremes. These cameras will have infrared capability and be augmented by additional exterior lighting in order to penetrate the darkness and the elements, providing additional awareness to security forces at the MAF.

**Fast Rising B-Plug**

Our nuclear weapons are at increased risk when the interior of an LF is accessed by lowering the B-Plug enclosure hatch, allowing maintainers access to the launcher enclosure. Now the maintenance team on site will be able to rapidly raise the B-Plug, effectively sealing off access during security situations and when maintenance is completed. This ability to quickly close the LF entryway will increase the security of deployed warheads, provide added protection to the personnel on site and increase denial time significantly while additional security forces respond to the developing situation.

**UH-1 Iroquois Replacement**

In addition to the currently funded security modernization programs, 20 AF is working on a common vertical lift support platform (CVLSP) program. Twentieth Air Force recognizes the need to replace the aging UH-1N Twin Huey helicopters with a model that will bring suitable capability to the tactical response force. The current UH-1N fleet supports ICBM security through deterrence, response, and convoy surveillance. It contributes to operational readiness with responsive movement of key ICBM personnel and components, and supports homeland security, homeland defense, civil support operations, emergency preparedness, and search and rescue when available. Deficiencies were identified in speed, range, carrying capacity, all-weather/night capability, crew/command and control situational awareness, sustainability, and survivability. The ability to modernize the 39 year-old airframe is limited (maxed in reasonable modifications and gross weight), but it will be sustained until it is replaced. We are upgrading the AFSPC UH-1N vertical lift capability within current resources by shifting some assets, improving our tactics, and updating the UH-1N with the modifications that are possible. However, we still have a vertical lift capability gap that can only be fixed with system replacement; therefore, a rapid CVLSP program start is a top priority.

**Remote Code Change**

The ongoing implementation of the ICBM Cryptographic Upgrade (ICU) to all 450 LFs and 45 launch control centers provides codes that are unique to each site and are graphically protected. In addition, this upgrade will allow for the remote code change of all codes in the field. This task can be accomplished at any time in a matter of hours as opposed to the current timeline of several days per squadron. As a result, this capability decreases the personnel required to conduct code change by 93 percent, equating to 50,000 man-hours saved per year and significantly reducing the security risk involved in transporting code components and accessing each LF.

---

Through the enhancement of current systems and procurement of new weapon platforms to our arsenal, we ensure the continuing viability of our nation’s nuclear deterrence.
The continued modernization of our weapon system capabilities combined with the CSAF focus on the nuclear enterprise as the Air Force’s number one priority will ensure the ICBM’s ability to meet its vital role in our national strategy.

Future Capabilities

The land based ICBM has proven to be a system that our nation can rely on to fulfill its mission at a moment’s notice. The combination of the deployed in place status and its rapid executable ability lends itself to further expansion into new missions. Discussed below is a viable and credible option for application of the ICBM Force.

Prompt Global Strike

Since the “new triad” was first introduced in the 2002 Nuclear Posture Review, USSTRATCOM began to investigate the use of conventional capabilities in order to enhance deterrence. Thus, Prompt Global Strike (PGS) was born. PGS is the rapid, accurate delivery of conventional weapons at intercontinental range. The need for a PGS capability is also reinforced in the most recent Quadrennial Defense Review, where the need is recognized for a shift “from a ‘one size fits all’ notion of deterrence towards more tailorable approaches for advanced military competitors, regional weapons of mass destruction states, as well as non-state terrorist networks.”

By using technology derived from a land based ICBM with a reentry vehicle configured with a conventional warhead, we are well on our way to providing this capability. We look to develop the capability to respond to time urgent targets and “be able to globally strike targets and precisely apply effects on targets within minutes to hours to achieve desired effects.” Furthermore, a land based system located geographically separate from the existing nuclear capable ICBM fields can be easily distinguished by friend or foe as a conventional system. Naturally, since 20 AF trains and deploys daily with the systems and personnel already capable of this task, the ICBM Force is a natural choice to support the PGS mission.

Conclusion

The changes waiting for us just over the horizon are both historic and dramatic. Just as the ICBM task force underwent a metamorphosis in command structure in the early 1990s, the nation’s nuclear forces will again find themselves reporting to a different MAJCOM. However, the men and women of 20 AF will continue to operate, maintain, and secure the weapon systems entrusted to them with the high degree of professionalism that they are known for. The continued modernization of our weapon system capabilities combined with the CSAF focus on the nuclear enterprise as the Air Force’s number one priority will ensure the ICBM’s ability to meet its vital role in our national strategy. In addition, as we evolve to meet the current challenges of today’s world, the development and implementation of the PGS mission will provide the president the ability to respond globally within an hour without the need for forward deployed forces.

The road ahead is not an easy one. However, with the commitment, pride, and professionalism of our Airmen, I am confident you will rise to this challenge and provide the American people with the nuclear deterrent force that our nation relies on.

Notes:

2 Ibid.

Maj Gen Roger W. Burg

(BS, US Air Force Academy, Colorado; MS, Guggenheim Fellowship, Columbia University, New York; MA, Naval War College, Rhode Island) is commander, 20th Air Force, Air Force Space Command, and commander, TF-214, US Strategic Command, F. E. Warren AFB, Wyoming. He is responsible for the nation’s ICBM force, missile wings with more than 9,600 people. General Burg graduated the US Air Force Academy in 1978 and entered the space and missile career field, serving as a missile crew commander, staff officer, and strategic planner. He has commanded an ICBM squadron, an operations group and a space wing. He has held a variety of staff assignments at Strategic Air Command, US Space Command, US Strategic Command, the Air Staff and the Joint Staff. He served as the Joint Staff representative to the Standing Consultative Commission, a bilateral US-Soviet body established to monitor compliance with the 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty, and as a senior research fellow at the National War College. He was also assigned to the White House, where he served as the director for Nuclear Policy and Arms Control on the National Security Council. Prior to his current assignment, he was director of strategic security, Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations, Plans and Requirements, HQ Air Force, providing policy guidance, expertise, and oversight to the Air Force nuclear, space, counterproliferation, and homeland defense programs. General Burg is a master space and missile officer, and a fully qualified joint specialty officer.
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Views on Air Force Strategic Deterrence

Maj Gen C. Donald Alston, USAF
Assistant Chief of Staff
Strategic Deterrence and Nuclear Integration
Pentagon, Washington DC

It seems the word ‘nuclear’ is more prevalent in the news today than 20 years ago. The context varies. Sometimes the story is about post-Cold War relationships and related force structure reductions. Other times the articles are about one of the several nations that have acquired nuclear weapons since the end of the Cold War. Still other stories describe those nations or non-state actors or transnational terrorists who are actively pursuing nuclear weapons capability. The often-unwritten imperative is that deterring the use of nuclear weapons is vital to stability in the world today, and into the foreseeable future. Highly visible, well-maintained Air Force systems, together with well-trained forces, are the key to delivering credible nuclear deterrence.

The Air Force provides deterrence by operating, maintaining, securing, and sustaining ICBMs, dual-role bombers, and dual-capable fighter aircraft. And although the numbers of systems are dramatically smaller than at the height of the Cold War, the Air Force provides national leadership with the most responsive, flexible, and visible nuclear deterrence capability. Events over the past year have provided opportunities for institutional re-examination (more internal than external), nuclear mission revalidation and renewed commitment.

Strategic Deterrence

Today, the international security environment is more complex than during the Cold War, with more nations in possession of nuclear weapons, non-state actors in pursuit of weapons of mass destruction, and significant regional instability in multiple combatant commander areas of responsibility.

The Joint Chiefs of Staff Joint Publication 1-02 defines deterrence as “The prevention from action by fear of the consequences. Deterrence is a state of mind brought about by the existence of a credible threat of unacceptable counteraction.” Deterrence is truly about shaping other’s perspectives; a perspective that their actions will be met with a response that is so overwhelming and devastating that it is not worth the risk. Strategic deterrence is a complex national calculus that includes all elements of national power, with nuclear capability as a vital and essential component.

Credible nuclear deterrence is not only critical to our security, but to the security of our allies and partners, thereby playing a major role in non-proliferation. Many allied and friendly countries continue to depend on the security umbrella provided by the nuclear deterrence capability of the United States. If our commitment to the security umbrella begins to fray in terms of credibility, some non-nuclear allies may perceive a need to develop and deploy their own nuclear capability.

The Air Force Legacy of Strategic Deterrence

Strategic deterrence is in an Airman’s DNA; we were born with this mission in 1947. For the past 61 years, we have successfully provided our nation and our allies diverse and effective nuclear deterrence capabilities. Our continued ability to provide a safe, secure, reliable, and credible nuclear deterrence capability underpins our national defense, a sober responsibility that the Air Force (with responsibility for two-thirds of the deterrence force platforms) executes with skill and commitment every minute of every day.

The Air Force nuclear enterprise involves many thousands of professionals across the country. This includes dedicated Airmen operating, securing, maintaining, and sustaining our operational forces; our partners in the industrial base; the exceptional capability at the national laboratories; and our NATO partners. Unique skills and substantial sweat equity is required daily to produce deterrence.

Every day at each of our three ICBM bases, hundreds of disciplined, dedicated, professional Airmen depart their main operating base to travel, oftentimes hundreds of miles on ice-covered roads, to provide the nation and our allies with the ultimate national defense backstop. These Airmen are providing security and performing maintenance on weapon systems that are located in remote areas of the country through the harshest of weather conditions, which provides the most stabilizing and responsive leg of our nuclear deterrence forces. Our Airmen are assuming custody of these weapon systems at launch control centers located deep underground, while still others are providing all of the support needed at the missile alert facility to enable the launch officers, maintenance teams, or security personnel to do their mission.

While our strategic bomber and dual-capable aircraft no longer sit on active alert, dedicated men and women are trained and prepared to generate a nuclear sortie of the most flexible and visible leg of the traditional nuclear triad upon direction from the national command authority. Frequently these Airmen work through the same severe environmental conditions,

“Deterrence is not just aircraft on alert and missiles in the silos. It is not defined by the size of the defense budget. It is the product of both capability and credibility.”

~ General Jerome F. O’Malley
ensuring airframes over 40 years old are capable of providing a credible air-delivered deterrence force. They carry out these responsibilities in the face of demanding deployment schedules as the Air Force fulfills its highly-valued bomber commitments to regional combatant commanders.

Nuclear-related duties are different from other Air Force duties. The Airmen and civilians involved in this business are uniquely qualified to perform this mission and are known for their discipline, rigor, precision, and reliability. Thousands are certified under the Personnel Reliability Program (PRP) and many others have critical duties supporting PRP. All our nuclear units across five different major commands (MAJCOM) undergo rigorous and unforgiving nuclear surety inspections with necessarily high standards that demand consistent precision and reliability. It’s a tough business, but the stakes are too high for it to be any other way.

From the Cold War to Today

At the end of the Cold War, significant changes in the global security environment prompted national leadership to reconsider defense force structure. Anticipating and adapting to global challenges and resource constraints drove shifts in priorities. These shifts resulted in the Air Force undertaking the largest organizational force restructure since its inception. The service’s increased focus on conventional operations and support to irregular warfare resulted in historic success in combat operations over the past 15 years, with extraordinary achievements in conventional bomber operations. But there was a price we were paying: a decreased emphasis on the Air Force’s most sensitive mission area—nuclear deterrence.

Incremental changes over time put the nuclear mission at a competitive disadvantage with other Air Force priorities. The cumulative effect led to a diminished sense of mission importance, but as reminded by Secretary Robert M. Gates in his speech on 1 December 2008 at Minot AFB, North Dakota, “as stewards of America’s nuclear arsenal, your work is vital to the security of our nation. Handling nuclear weapons—the most powerful and destructive instruments in the arsenal of freedom—is a tremendous responsibility. We owe you the attention, the people, and the resources you need to do the job right. For your part, you must never take your duties lightly. There is simply no room for error. Yours is the most sensitive mission in the entire US military. I am confident it is in good hands.”

We are aggressively addressing the institutional changes needed to bolster the nuclear deterrence mission area, and our senior leaders are committed to giving our nuclear enterprise the attention, resources, and personnel needed to sustain excellence.

Reinvigorating the Nuclear Enterprise

We have spent a lot of time and energy this past year conducting and responding to internal and external reviews, and we have made tough decisions on the way forward. The end state we are moving towards is getting beyond documented deficiencies and back to our legacy of excellence in the nuclear mission area. Our development of well-prepared, forward-looking leaders actively examining the global environment and adapting to meet future challenges will provide a deterrence quality all its own.

If you have not read Reinvigorating the Air Force Nuclear Enterprise, a roadmap to reinvigorate the Air Force nuclear enterprise published on 24 October 2008, consider it an excellent opportunity to catch up on your professional reading. The content is a result of root cause analysis applied to all the internal and external reviews of the Air Force nuclear enterprise over the past year. That effort revealed recurring themes that became imperatives:

- Restore a culture of compliance
- Rebuild our nuclear expertise
- Invest in our nuclear capabilities
- Organize to enable clear lines of authority providing sustained institutional focus
- Reinvigorate our Air Force nuclear stewardship role

“There is no mission more sensitive than safeguarding our vital nuclear capabilities and maintaining nuclear deterrence. We have a sacred trust with the American people to safely operate, maintain, and secure nuclear weapons. We must constantly strive for perfection in this mission area. Rigid adherence to standards, personal accountability at all levels, and leadership are the foundations upon which our success depends.”

~ Honorable Michael B. Donley, 26 June 2008
The action plans in the roadmap will contribute to reestablishing a recognized standard of excellence in the Air Force nuclear enterprise and provide fundamental direction needed to organize, train, and equip our nuclear deterrence forces to ensure mission excellence and nuclear surety.

Restoring a Culture of Compliance

Like many other mission areas in the Air Force, our nuclear enterprise demands precision and reliability. Considering the potential consequences, failure is not an option in the nuclear mission area. As a result, we depend a great deal on quality assurance and frequent evaluation. To that end, the Air Force is making changes to the nuclear surety inspection process, providing for greater oversight, an Air Force Inspection Agency—administered inspector training and certification program, and a core team of inspectors that will participate in all nuclear surety inspections across all major commands. All will contribute to ensuring common inspection standards, consistent inspection policy, accurate functional guidance, and standardized checklists. These changes are designed to help further restore a culture of compliance and rigid adherence to standards.

Rebuilding Our Nuclear Expertise

Ensuring we have the right depth of experience in the right position at the right time has never been more important. This requires careful management throughout the mission area, to include education and training across the enterprise; improving identification and tracking of nuclear experience and expertise; and establishing a force development governance construct to ensure continual, formalized senior leadership involvement in the development of future nuclear leaders. Air Force training experts are developing inspection and evaluation criteria for non-Air Education and Training Command courses to ensure consistency and adherence to training objectives. Key nuclear billets have been formally identified and special experience identifiers developed and assigned to ensure individuals filling key positions possess the required background and experience to effectively lead the nuclear enterprise.

Finally, senior leadership involvement in developing nuclear leaders will be institutionalized through the Nuclear Enterprise Advisory Panel (NEAP). The NEAP serves as a cross-functional review and advisory panel to the Force Management and Development Council chaired by the vice chief of staff of the Air Force. The NEAP will provide force development oversight for officers, enlisted, and civilian personnel—those within purely nuclear career fields and those in critical supporting roles.

Investing in Our Nuclear Capabilities

Reinvigorating the nuclear enterprise is the number one priority in the Air Force Strategic Plan. To accomplish this we are developing more content related to strategic systems, as well as modifying the way the Air Force resources programs to ensure nuclear deterrence programs have the right emphasis and focus. These shifts drive institutional change. Given that the Air Force is responsible for delivering deterrence with ballistic missiles, cruise missiles and gravity bombs, strong stewardship will ensure focus in maintaining the right strategic capabilities in the near-, mid-, and long-term.

Reorganizing to Insure Clear Lines of Authority

Three key decisions made over the past few months are intended to correct fragmented lines of authority. Each is important; all taken together represent the foundation of our way forward. The establishment of Air Force Global Strike Command (AFGSC) will improve nuclear focus in our deployed operational strategic forces. Convergence of all nuclear sustainment activities in Air Force Materiel Command, more specifically the Air Force Nuclear Weapons Center, will improve focus and management of our systems. And an Air Staff office focused exclusively on strategic deterrence and nuclear integration across the enterprise will contribute to bind these broad efforts together.

Air Force Global Strike Command

The new major command will foster a robust strategic deterrence and standardized self-assessment culture while providing combat-ready forces to conduct strategic nuclear deterrence and global strike operations in support of combatant commanders. AFGSC will place an emphasis on developing and sustaining strategic, operational, and technical nuclear expertise as well as increasing the number of experienced nuclear personnel to fill key leadership positions. AFGSC will also advocate for nuclear infrastructure and weapons system development, sustainment, and modernization. All the while, this command will continue to assure Air Force commitments to regional combatant commanders are met with trained and ready forces performing conventional operations.

Air Force Nuclear Weapons Center

To further clarify the lines of authority within the nuclear sustainment community, Air Force Materiel Command is consolidating all nuclear sustainment activities within the Air Force Nuclear Weapons Center at Kirtland AFB, New Mexico. Under this organizational construct the commander of Air Force Materiel Command is responsible for consolidated sustainment of Air Force nuclear weapons and extends positive inventory control over all nuclear weapons-related materiel. The vision is for all nuclear-related program management activities, systems, and associated warheads to be sustained by the Air Force Nuclear Weapons Center.

Assistant Chief of Staff for Strategic Deterrence and Nuclear Integration

The assistant chief of staff (ACS), Strategic Deterrence and Nuclear Integration (HAF/A10) has been created to increase the level of advocacy and oversight of the unique strategic deterrence mission, and to streamline the lines of authority at Air Force headquarters. HAF/A10 provides a headquarters ACS reporting directly to the chief of staff of the Air Force with direct access to the secretary of the Air Force and the authority to directly impact nuclear enterprise policy, guidance, requirements, and advocacy across the Air Staff. The establishment
“I don’t ever, ever, ever want to hear the term logistics tail again. If our aircraft, missiles, and weapons are the teeth of our military might, then logistics is the muscle, tendons, and sinews that make the teeth bite down and hold on—logistics is the jawbone! Hear that? The JAWBONE!”

~ Lt Gen Leo Marquez, US Air Force

Maj Gen C. Donald Alston
(BS, US Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs, Colorado; MBA, Business Administration, Golden Gate University, San Francisco, California) is the assistant chief of staff, strategic deterrence and nuclear integration, Headquarters (HQ) US Air Force, Washington, DC. General Alston is responsible for increasing nuclear focus by ensuring corporate advocacy and cradle-to-grave stewardship of Air Force nuclear systems and weapons; integrating and synchronizing HQ Air Force strategic nuclear mission management supporting major commands; engaging with joint, departmental, and national agency mission partners to facilitate integrated nuclear enterprise solutions; and maintaining synchronization in Air Force strategic deterrent responsibilities.

General Alston was commissioned in 1978 following graduation from the US Air Force Academy. He has commanded at the squadron, group and wing levels. He has worked as a liaison officer to the US House of Representatives, and also performed duties as the executive assistant to the secretary of the Air Force in Washington, DC. The general has held numerous positions while serving at HQ Air Force Space Command and US Space Command. General Alston also served as the deputy chief of staff for strategic communications and the spokesperson for Multi-National Force - Iraq in Baghdad.

of HAF/A10 sends a clear signal that the Air Force is committed to restoring the institutional focus at the headquarters and across all levels of the nuclear enterprise.

Reinvigorating Our Nuclear Stewardship Role

The Air Force is also undertaking significant corporate modifications to enhance our nuclear stewardship role with a goal of improving senior leadership visibility and improving the resourcing process for the nuclear mission area. We are refining the Air Force corporate process by assigning HAF/A10 as the nuclear advocate on the Air Force Council, Group, and Board.

To ensure the highest level of attention is provided to the nuclear enterprise, a Nuclear Oversight Board has been established, co-chaired by the secretary and the chief of staff of the Air Force with membership including the MAJCOM commanders with nuclear responsibilities. This board will meet quarterly to oversee the implementation of the roadmap and review Air Force performance across the nuclear enterprise.

Summary

All of the changes underway—the increased focus, the shifting of priorities—are about one thing: deterrence. These actions will ensure the Air Force continues to deliver effective strategic deterrence, thereby reinforcing the confidence of the American people and national leadership, assuring allies, and dissuading and deterring potential adversaries.

Secretary Gates has repeatedly stated that strategic nuclear deterrence “is the most sensitive mission in the entire US military.” The Air Force is committed to ensuring mission focus and necessary resources to ensure sustained success. Urgent action is required now to achieve sustainable improvements in the coming years.

Consider these final thoughts:

• All Airmen, from all disciplines in the US Air Force, need to have a fundamental understanding and appreciation for all Air Force capabilities. Together, we deliver an unrivaled range of effects, producing strategic and tactical successes with global impact. Step back to appreciate this fact and you will not only be even prouder to be an Airman, but you will better understand how you fit and how vital you are to our success.

• Today, and for the foreseeable future, deterrence is achieved through the application of all elements of national power. Credible nuclear deterrence systems are central to our nation’s security as long as other nations possess nuclear weapons.

• Credible nuclear deterrence is re-created everyday with extraordinarily skilled Airmen and civilians; it is very hard work.

• The consequence of failure in this business is substantially different from the consequence of failure in any other military discipline.

The road we are on to reinvigorate the Air Force nuclear enterprise is filled with challenges and opportunities. It is being paved, one mile at a time, by precise delivery of deterrence in the field—everyday—and by purposefully building on the initiatives underway. It is urgent and important—and we will see it through.

Notes
1. Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Publication 1-02, Department of Defense Definitions of Military and Associated Terms, 12 April 2001 (as amended through 17 October 2008).
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Vital Mission – Elite Team.
A Reflection on the ICBM Force

Maj Gen Timothy J. McMahon, USAF, retired
Former Commander, Twentieth Air Force,
Air Force Space Command, and
Task Force 214, US Strategic Command
F. E. Warren AFB, Wyoming

On 30 May 2003 I relinquished command of Twentieth Air Force (20 AF), marched off the parade field at F. E. Warren AFB, Wyoming and retired from active duty after 32 years of service. My feelings that day were probably very much like most who have retired from the military. I was grateful for the opportunity to serve and I felt pride in having been a part of the Air Force Space Command team for nearly 12 years of my career. What made that day and retirement truly special to me, is the fact that I was able to complete my career where it began. I wrapped it up supporting a mission that remains absolutely vital to the nation. I had the high privilege of serving as a part of a force which prides itself on its integrity, sense of high purpose, and unapologetic commitment to the uncompromising standards of nuclear surety. I feel no differently today then I did that day. I take great pride in having been a small part of this special force. I have enormous respect for what it contributes to the nation’s security; and, I have absolute confidence that with the needed leadership affirmation and resource support, they will deliver on their mission responsibilities as they always have.

Events during the past year and a half have focused critical attention on the Air Force and its nuclear operations. Those events were clearly serious in their own right, but on reflection, it seems to me that they were essentially the result of the end of the Cold War influencing many poor decisions (including some of my own) resulting in insufficient institutional support for the mission. As a result, the Air Force’s nuclear activities, organizations, and processes have been subjected to rigorous and appropriate internal and external reviews. The public has been assured corrective actions are underway and the Air Force leadership team has clearly committed themselves to this effort as their highest priority. It has been a highly challenging time, and for that reason, I believe it is important to focus and reflect on cardinal points which always have applied to the strategic deterrence mission and the intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) force.

The ICBM force has achieved 50 years of service to the deterrent mission and the Minuteman system will reach the 47th anniversary of its deployment at Malmstrom AFB, Montana this October. That’s about 17,155 days of continuous nuclear alert! So with that in mind, I would like to offer two assertions. First: No military mission has been, or remains more vital to the security of this nation then the deterrence of strategic attack against our homeland and our allies. A credible and reliable ICBM force, at its current level not only deters, but it also serves to dissuade others from attempting to compete with us at this level, and it assures our allies that our deterrent extends to support their national security as well. Any one of these three political objectives—or military effects—is sufficient to justify the existence of our current strategic forces, and the ICBM force has critical attributes which address each objective in unique ways. The second assertion I would like to offer is that no component of our strategic deterrent capability has contributed as decisively to the daily success of the mission of deterrence since the end of the cold war than the ICBM force. Retained on continuous alert here in the homeland, the ICBM force represents America’s ability to defend ourselves under the most desperate circumstances, and if necessary, to impose our national will by projecting devastating power over near-global distances, and with a promptness unmatched by any other military force on the planet.

At the same time there is a paradox associated with deterrence. The utility of the ICBM force is often questioned because of the faulty assertion that it has not “been employed operationally.” That’s the paradox, but that’s also the point. The political objective and military effect of deterrence is to make our capability so overwhelmingly clear to potential adversaries that the mere presence of an alert, reliable ICBM force is by definition an “employment” of the force. Some have difficulty understanding that the deterrence of violence, at all levels, transcends warfighting in both national security and moral terms. The extent to which the ICBM force achieves this effect is again a sufficient purpose to justify its existence.

While we believe the likelihood of a strategic attack has declined since the end of the Cold War (although no one can say with authority by how much), we cannot be certain that the possibility of attack equals zero. On the other hand, the failure of deterrence or a nuclear attack of any size would have utterly grotesque consequences. Multiplying the high number (consequences) by the low number (probability), yields a high
No other weapon system or combat force provides the nation with the political and military power that resides on alert—in their custody. Their mission is deterrence, and the core imperative of their daily effort is nuclear surety.

number. Either way, the result is always a high number. So the paradox of deterrence is that it addresses a low probability/high consequence event at a level commensurate with our supreme national interest—our survival as a nation and a society. Deterrence is therefore, important on a scale which defies measurement.

By virtue of their mission and the weapon system they operate, secure, maintain, and support, the men and women of our ICBM force stand in a league of their own when it comes to the level of responsibility that rests on them. No other weapon system or combat force provides the nation with the political and military power that resides on alert—in their custody. Their mission is deterrence, and the core imperative of their daily effort is nuclear surety.

Surety is comprised of two straightforward, absolute guarantees that the force must deliver to the nation. First, if the president directs the force to execute a nuclear option then he or she, and the American people, can have unconditional confidence that the ICBM force will execute and produce nuclear yield at precisely the time and place ordered. Second, absent such an order, the president and the American people must have absolute confidence that the ICBM force is safe—that it is secure—and, it remains reliably ready. If they can’t provide the first guarantee, then the force is irrelevant. If they can’t provide the second guarantee, then the force’s existence is intolerable. Not being able to deliver on both guarantees is clearly unacceptable.

Making good on both of these guarantees drives standards throughout the weapon system and the force that are extremely high and rigid, and compliance with them must continue to be absolute—as it always has been. Meeting the demands of the mission and nuclear surety over the years drove some of the best and toughest, training, standardization/evaluation, and “quality assurance” programs in the Air Force. These programs drove readiness, confidence, and the credibility of the force. I would argue that meeting the demands of nuclear surety has made the ICBM force “elite” in many ways. They are elite because they are responsible for a sensitive mission of national importance. They are elite because they are continuously and highly trained and rigorously evaluated. They are held to the highest standards of military professionalism and discipline. They are accountable for all they do—for every step, of every checklist. They respect and take care of each other, and while many take them for granted, they have rightfully earned and enjoy the respect of millions—including me.

While I commanded the 341 Missile Wing and 20 AF, I was motivated and inspired by their energy, their intense focus, and what they accomplished each day. From the morning surge into the field, to their safe return that night or days later, these professional Airmen made it seem so routine; so standard. Like the weapon system itself however, it is actually extraordinary in its complexity. Mission success in these wings required detailed, deliberate, and adaptive planning with extremely high levels of coordinated and synchronized action through all kinds of conditions and lousy weather. The “big dog eats” and they get it done.

On the morning I retired, I reflected on the legacy built by the ICBM force over the years. I thought of their thousands of trips to the field and the many millions of miles they drove, the sorties they generated, the alerts they pulled, the meals they prepared, the facilities they proudly maintained, and the countless security situations they struck. I was proud and grateful that I was able to be a very small part of their effort, and that sense of pride will never go away.

It’s been a challenging time for the ICBM force, but there’s a plan, and I am certain they will stay the course, keep pressing as a team, get it done, and build on their great legacy in the process!
A obscure, little noticed event in 1933 essentially shaped how the world viewed conflict, international politics, and science itself when Dr. Leo Szilard hypothesized the possibility of a self-sustaining nuclear chain reaction in uranium. Launched by this postulate, the United States embarked upon the Manhattan project, changing the face of scientific endeavor forever and producing the most powerful weapons the world has seen to date.

The US wrestled with the task of managing its newfound capabilities—creating new government departments and entities, such as the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) and the National Laboratory system to develop, oversee, and safeguard the new nuclear weapons stockpile. Meanwhile, the rapid rise of the Soviet Union as a competitor to US nuclear supremacy ensured that the US must realize a vigilant, finely honed, and constantly functioning military force to deliver deterrence at a moment’s notice. Tasks that once fell under the civilian control of the AEC to deliver deterrence were ceded to the military, demanding an immediate change in the ways munitions operations, and technical training were conducted.

The AEC, and later the Department of Energy (DoE), retained and safeguarded the design and production of nuclear weapons, working closely with the US Air Force, and US Navy to revolutionize global strike capabilities. These AEC designed weapons, combined with Department of Defense (DoD) developed delivery systems, completely revolutionized the idea of global strike capabilities. The result was the emergence of intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) and submarine launched ballistic missile (SLBM) technologies, which when coupled with lightweight, high-yield warheads ushered in the era of true strategic deterrence. Suddenly, the race and the game had changed.

In the years that followed Air Force organizations also changed. The Strategic Air Command (SAC) was supplanted by Air Combat Command (ACC) and Air Force Space Command (AFSPC) as holders of the nuclear mission, and more recently Air Force Global Strike Command arose to consolidate nuclear missions in SAC’s footsteps. However, the fundamental relationship between the warfighter and developer/sustainer remains crucial. This has been true from the time that Manhattan project scientists and the Army Air Forces revolutionized the battlespace in closing out World War II. In the spirit of this legacy, whether the warfighter is ACC, North Atlantic Treaty Organization, AFSPC, or Air Force Global Strike Command, the Air Force Nuclear Weapons Center is committed to providing 24/7 development, sustainment, maintenance, and logistical excellence.

What is Today’s Air Force Nuclear Weapons Center?

The Air Force Nuclear Weapons Center (AFNWC) is a relatively new organization, having stood up on 31 March 2006 as the newest of the Air Force Material Command’s specialized product centers. While young, the center’s responsibilities are enormous and growing, as the AFNWC represents the consolidation of all major nuclear sustainment activities within the US Air Force in a single organization. This sustainment focus and the perspective behind the creation of the AFNWC are clearly evident in Secretary of Defense Robert M. Gates’ recent comments to the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, “the Nuclear Weapons Center at Kirtland AFB, New Mexico is being revitalized and expanded—with a focus on sustainment and clearing up ambiguous chains of command that have created problems in the past.”

AFNWC’s far-reaching set of responsibilities span many missions, technical development programs, system sustainment phases, and continents. From the nation’s national laboratory system, to continental United States (CONUS) missile sites, storage facilities, contractor production facilities, and air logistics centers across the Air Force, AFNWC personnel work tirelessly to ensure a reliable, viable, and sustainable deterrent. These personnel are ensuring Minuteman III (MM III) operations and sustainment operations on the full scope of Air Force nuclear assets, guaranteeing DoE nuclear systems are battle-ready, managing nuclear systems certification, overseeing cruise missile systems integration, and managing a host of other crucial nuclear weapons sustainment operations worldwide. All of these disparate activities are coordinated and
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overseen by the AFNWC headquarters, located at Kirtland AFB and our associated units located throughout the country.

Two wings, the 498th Armament Systems Wing and the 377th Air Base Wing (377 ABW), as well as the 526th ICBM Systems Group (526 ICBMSG) report to the AFNWC commander. The first of these, the 377 ABW, performs vital base support functions at Kirtland AFB. Additionally, the 377 ABW has crucial security and surety responsibilities in support of the AFNWC mission.

The 526 ICBMSG, located at Hill AFB, Utah is responsible for inception-to-retirement weapons system management of the nation’s land-based strategic deterrent. The group began in July 1954 as the Western Development Division under Brig Gen Bernard A. Schriever to develop the Titan I ICBM and intermediate range ballistic missiles. Re-designated as the Air Force Ballistic Systems Division and then the Ballistic Missile Office, the organization developed and fielded the nation’s ICBM fleets of Atlas, Titan, MM I, II, III, and Peacekeeper weapons systems from 1962 to 1987. In 1993, the organization relocated to Hill AFB and merged with the ICBM Product Directorate to form the ICBM Systems Program Office (SPO). The ICBM SPO was responsible for completing the deployment of Peacekeeper, long-term sustainment of the ICBM fleets, as well as planning the next generation missile system. When the decision was made to extend the life of the MM III fleet in 1995, the SPO embarked upon several major modifications to extend the service life to 2020. The ICBM fleet was downsized in 2005 with the deactivation of 50 Peacekeeper missiles and a subsequent reduction in the MM III fleet to 450 missiles on alert. As of today, the 526 ICBM Systems Group is charted to sustain and modernize the current MM III fleet thru 2030 and be prepared to execute any developmental work for a follow-on system as required by the warfighter to ensure the viability of the nation’s land based strategic deterrent.

The 498th Missile Sustainment Group (498 MSUG), 498th Nuclear Systems Group (498 NSG), and 498th Munitions Maintenance Group (498 MUMG) comprise the 498th ARSW. While the wing is headquartered at Kirtland AFB, along with the AFNWC headquarters, these groups and their geographically separated units span more than nine sites on two different continents.

The 498 MSUG, located at Tinker AFB, Oklahoma, is responsible for development and sustainment of cruise missile based nuclear delivery platforms, such as the air launched cruise missile and derivatives, the advanced cruise missile, and related bomber integration equipment. The group serves as the US Air Force system program manager for all assigned long range stand-off cruise missiles, supports users in five states and coordinates the actions of depots and contractors in eight locations throughout the continental US. Systems acquisition, sustainment upgrades and system modifications, configuration management, depot maintenance, field support, and system safety are just a few of the system responsibilities that the group carries out every day. That’s why there can be no question that from “cradle to grave,” the US Air Force counts on the 498 MSUG wherever and whenever the cruise missile force is called upon.
The 498 NSG is located at Kirtland AFB and is responsible for managing the nuclear certification process for all US Air Force nuclear capable systems, performing logistics support for all US Air Force nuclear weapons, and managing technical orders for nuclear warheads. The group also plays a key role in the interagency process of designing, building, and sustaining nuclear systems in conjunction with the National Nuclear Security Agency and the DoE laboratory system. These roles demand a diverse, experienced, and highly educated workforce.

Within the 498 NSG, retired and active chief master sergeants work with the Defense Threat Reduction Agency and Sandia National Laboratory to ensure that technical data for nuclear systems is technically correct and current, while doctorate scientists work with Los Alamos and Livermore National Laboratories to manage the development and modification of nuclear systems. The group also performs daily management of the US Air Force nuclear certification process, ensuring that every nuclear weapon system component, from storage facilities to B-2 Spirit bombers, are certified and ready for nuclear operations at all times. While the master nuclear certification list (MNCL) is the primary certification product, teams of engineers work daily to ensure that every item on the list is suitable for nuclear operations, and that any change to a nuclear system results in a safe and reliable nuclear system.

The 498 NSG hosts not only maintenance, logistics, and certification support functions, but the lead project officers (LPOs) for each US Air Force nuclear warhead system. Previously a direct reporting unit to the Air Staff, the 709th Nuclear Systems Squadron carries out technical management and interaction with the DoE and national laboratory system through these weapon LPOs. This tight-knit coordination of the DoE and the DoD in development, acquisition, and sustainment of the nuclear deterrent is both a requirement and validation of the principle laid down in the Atomic Energy Act of 1953. In short, the 498 NSG is the home of the US Air Force’s technical nuclear weapons expertise.

The 498 MUMG, also headquartered at Kirtland AFB, has overall responsibility for Air Force-wide nuclear maintenance operations. With recent changes currently in the implementation phase, the AFNWC and the 498 MUMG will assume responsibility for all CONUS-based nuclear weapons storage area operations. These operations include all nuclear weapons maintenance operations, but also extend to include weapon movement, weapons control and status tracking, and quality assurance. The group and its constituent squadrons maintain crucial nuclear maintenance expertise on a variety of assets, including the B61 and B83 gravity bomb systems, W80 and W84 cruise missile systems, and the W62, W78, and W87 ICBM systems, performing hundreds of successful maintenance operations every year. The dedicated professionals of the 498 MUMG represent the “tip of the spear” for the AFNWC sustainment process, ensuring that each and every nuclear asset provided to the warfighter is mission-ready every time.

The Future and the Focus of the Air Force Nuclear Weapons Center

The AFNWC continues with its charter of nuclear sustainment consolidation, successfully integrating new units and new personnel. With the recent inclusion of new maintenance, technical and program management units into the AFNWC, a critical mass of common missions has become obvious. In the words of the US Air Force Chief of Staff, General Norton A. Schwartz, “the AFNWC now has complete control over the whole sustainment supply chain, that wasn’t the case earlier and so now we have a … single entity that is responsible for sustainment.”

In the very near future, AFNWC will integrate nuclear weapons maintenance and storage operations throughout the CONUS and will add much needed expertise throughout the organization, bringing on nearly 300 new personnel. Synergy will be even greater under these next phases of the AFNWC’s growth, and the safeguarding of the Air Force’s and nation’s nuclear expertise will be paramount amongst the center’s plans and priorities.

It quickly becomes obvious that the women and men of the AFNWC face a variety of challenges and a wide array of mission requirements in providing focused support to the warfighter. While the AFNWC’s roles are many and varied, strict attention to detail and consistent accountability is still essential to success in today’s nuclear mission. Just as the Cold War forced a sea of change in operations during the 1950s, the continuing US Air Force nuclear mission in the post-911 world demands a re-examination of the ways that we approach nuclear munitions operations, management, and technical training. Rest assured that the AFNWC is proud to lead the way forward.

Notes:
Rethinking Deterrence

Dr. Lani Kass
Senior Policy Advisor to the
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
Pentagon, Washington DC

September 11 was a strategic inflection point—a historic point in time when tectonic change caused strategists to not only reconsider the answers to questions, but even the basis of the questions themselves. Specifically, concerns of weapons of mass destruction in the hands of religiously motivated zealots have raised questions as to the applicability of concepts long taken for granted. In fall 2008, the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff rightly challenged the military saying, “It is way past time to reexamine our strategic thinking about deterrence.” The current global environment demands this kind of examination of how best to adapt deterrence policy. However, before one can fully understand how to adapt to the 21st century challenges, a more complete understanding of deterrence is required. While applied in an ever-changing context, the nature of deterrence is constant primarily because it is rooted in human psychology and behavior.

Deterrence is both exquisitely simple and devilishly complex. In its purest form, it is nothing more than a rational calculus of costs and benefits, reinforced by the threat of punishment.

As we’ve seen in recent years, and again in recent weeks, in so many ways, the basic nature of man and the iron realities of nations have not changed, despite the fondest hopes of so many for so long, especially after the end of the Cold War. What has changed is that the international environment today is more complex and unpredictable perhaps than it has ever been.”


In spite of the ever increasing complexity of the civilian—
and, during the Robert McNamara years, military— theorizing,
at its core deterrence remained what it’s always been: an attempt
to avert hostile action by threatening punishment that would
far exceed any potential gain
the opponent (in this case, the
USSR) might expect. Henry Kissinger framed deterrence as the product (multiplication,
not addition) of three
variables: deterrence equals your
capability (the total capability
of a nation, not merely its
nukes) times your will to actually employ that capability times
opponent’s perception of that capability and will. The logic
underpinning this formula is several-fold:

1. Deterrence is predicated on a rational calculus of costs
and benefits. (However, few deterrence theorists ever ac-
knowledged that there are no universal standards of ratio-
nality or recklessness; even fewer considered the risks of
mirror imaging—that is, ascribing your own standards of
behavior to the opponent).

2. In the Cold War the calculus was quite transparent to both
actors—in other words, both sides knew each other’s be-
haviors, red lines, and what each held dear.

3. Deterrence is a product (not a sum) of three inter-related
factors—capability, will (intent), and perception. If any
one shifts up or down, the product is proportionally
affected, even if the other two remain unchanged. Like-
wise, if any factor is zero, the product is zero. Thus,
absent perception of hostile intent, there’s no deterrence
relationship between the US and Britain (will being zero,
deterrence is zero).

4. Deterrence is ultimately in the eye of the beholder—it is
predicated on the opponent’s judgment of not only your
physical capability to inflict unacceptable damage, but
also on your will to do so. Intent and perception are,
by definition, the most unstable factors in the equa-
tion, since they reflect human behavior under stress. This
reality produced increasingly complex gaming theories
and calculations designed to minimize uncertainty and
predict the unknowable.

5. Deterrence is a strategy of a negative aim. It leaves the
initiative with the opponent (the object of deterrence).
Success or failure is measured only in the breach. Every
day that goes by without an attack is counted as success.

6. International signaling is inherently complex. Input does
not equal output. Action designed to signal “resolve”
might be seen as a sign of weakness—or, worse, provo-
cation—by the adversary.

Theorizing aside, Cold War deterrence was an unprecedent-
ed relationship: a weapon that was used only twice in August
1945 established an effective taboo—even though the tech-
nology proliferated, the weapons were never employed again.
With the collapse of the Soviet Union, the attention to nuclear
weapons and deterrence progressively atrophied. The fact that
Russia remains the only nation capable of destroying the US
in 30 minutes became increasingly obscure. Concerns with
proliferation led many experts to argue for various forms of
“denuclearization,” wherein the US would “lead by example,”
declare a “no first use” policy, and/or dismantle its arsenal—
so others would follow. While
these notions failed to gain
traction, they effectively rel-
egated the entire nuclear triad
(submarine launched ballistic
missiles, ICBMs, and nuclear
armed bombers) to “crazy

Deterrence is a product (not a sum) of three
inter-related factors—capability, will (in-
tent), and perception. If any one shifts up or
down, the product is proportionally affected,
even if the other two remain unchanged.

One notion that did gain traction in this new age was the
creation of the “new triad.” The “new triad” combines the three
nuclear elements of the “old triad” with non-nuclear strike as-
sets into one leg—offensive strike systems. This recognizes
that all offensive capabilities have some coercive power in their
ability to impose costs on adversaries. It also indicates an abil-
ity to leverage conventional capabilities to facilitate a reduc-
tion of offensive nuclear capabilities. In many ways, however,
this blurs a critical dichotomy—nuclear weapons are not just a
“bigger bang,” they are fundamentally, qualitatively different in
both their political and physical effect. While physically devas-
tating in immediate and long-term effects, nuclear use would be
equally devastating to policy, crossing an important threshold
that has been taboo for six decades. Nuclear weapons continue
to have a psychological effect unmatched by any amount of
TNT or Tritonal.

The “new triad” also includes two entirely new elements not
previously seen as integral to the traditional US triad— respon-
sive infrastructure and defenses. Responsive infrastructure re-
fers to the nuclear enterprise activities behind the weapons—
research, development, and sustainment. More robust research,
development, and sustainment are intended to maintain confi-
dence in the future of the cold war arsenal as systems age. This
is the longer term effort to maintain a credible nuclear deterrent
over time.

The third leg of the “new triad” is defenses. This element
begins to address the notion that some actors are much more
difficult to influence than others. When an adversary lacks
evident “pressure points,” defenses (active and passive) work
to reduce the benefits of adversary action. Since it is difficult
to impose costs on some actors, this approach denies them the
benefit of their contemplated actions. Unfortunately, this nes-
gates many of the advantages of coercion. Coercion is, at its
heart, a way to eliminate the heavy costs of conflict—conflicts
do not have to be fought, nor resources expended to attack or
defend—creating significant savings in lives and treasure. Of-
fensive systems that threaten an adversary’s very existence do
not begin to compare with the expenditures required to physi-
cally defend one’s own survival.

Non-state actors present the biggest challenge for 21st century
The lack of readily apparent pressure points does not mean non-state actors are unable to weigh costs and benefits, it simply means new pressure points need to be discovered or developed.
Safeguarding the Nuclear Enterprise: Building and Maintaining Expertise in AFGSC

Lt Col Andrew S. Kovich
Commander, 90th Maintenance Operations Squadron
F. E. Warren AFB, Wyoming

In response to the B-52 nuclear incident of August 2007, other missteps within the nuclear enterprise, and the resulting inquiries, Air Force Space Command (AFSPC) has embarked on a journey to better develop and sustain its nuclear expertise. Undoubtedly Air Force Global Strike Command (AFGSC) will carry on this endeavor. This article will discuss key aspects of that effort and provide recommendations for action. The ideas presented here are not necessarily the author’s alone. However, the commentary and recommendations represent the opinion of the author and may not represent consensus or approval by AFSPC or AFGSC leaders. The purpose of this article is to provide leadership with courses of action for nuclear officer development. Further, my goal for this effort is to chart a course to develop intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) officers with the objectives of establishing optimum experience levels and identifying broadening opportunities within the nuclear enterprise. Specifically, the article will focus on career tracking, nuclear munitions/ICBM maintenance opportunities, the ICBM weapons school, and a way ahead for implementation. In order to effectively accomplish the intent of this article, two important points need to be made up front with regard to the definitions/perceptions of officer “broadening” and “stove piping.”

Redefining Career Broadening/Changing Stovepipe Perception

Vital to improving the nuclear expertise is the need for a more comprehensive view of career broadening and a revised outlook on the values of a “stove-piped” career field. First, the US Air Force must change its definition of broadening with regard to the ICBM mission. Broadening is not simply moving from ICBM duty to space operations duty and vice versa. An officer has successfully broadened if they have experiences in different areas and at different levels with the primary goal being an overall expertise in a particular area (i.e., ICBM/nuclear enterprise). Within the nuclear enterprise, there are many duties into which our officers can broaden. Second, officers who have only served in the ICBM business should not necessarily be considered as “stove-piped.” For example, an officer with a mix of experiences in ICBM operations, maintenance, policy, nuclear command and control (NC2), acquisition, testing, or planning is well rounded but also has depth in the nuclear enterprise. We must ensure nuclear depth of experience is not considered “stove-piping.” Again, the intent of developing and sustaining nuclear expertise must be the primary focus. As such, there needs to be a deliberate plan for those officers who will become the leaders in the nuclear enterprise.

Most of what needs to be done to better the nuclear enterprise is within reach today. The nuclear career path is well established with all the traditional billets still in play. The way forward is to increase emphasis on the traditional career path while adding a couple enhancements. Those enhancements are: (1) to formalize broadening into maintenance with the intent of moving officers back and forth between operations and maintenance over their entire career (versus going to maintenance and never returning to operations). Additionally, the inclusion of nuclear munitions maintenance could expand nuclear experiences/leadership opportunities as well as base choices. (2) Creating weapons officers with the goal of improving ICBM operations. These items will be discussed further in this article and recommendations will be made to implement solutions to the expertise challenge. An important first step to accomplishing this goal is to effectively identify and track the expertise needed by AFGSC.

Tracking Nuclear Expertise

AFGSC must develop a sufficient pool of officers with a breadth and depth of experience in ICBM/nuclear related assignments. In order to accomplish this, career broadening opportunities must provide diverse ICBM/nuclear experiences with the goal of creating experts. The ICBM community does not have enough senior leaders with the depth of experience to be effective advocates for the ICBM/nuclear community. Further, the current ICBM operations squadron commanders and operations officers experience levels show that our leaders average only eight to nine years of ICBM experience. Many of these officers only have four to six years experience with most of that occurring at the lieutenant or captain level. This lack of experience is not the fault of the officers themselves. These officers are what AFSPC built them to be—generalists. As a result, it is extremely important that AFGSC establish a development program to ensure the US Air Force has the right level of nuclear expertise. To complement this program, a more detailed system for tracking experience is needed. The Air Force Personnel Center and AFGSC should add fields to the ICBM/nuclear expertise tracking process in order to better track nuclear experiences. Just tracking a nuclear shredout does not effectively track whether the right skill sets in our field grade officers (O-4s, O-5s and O-6s) exist. Similarly, AFGSC and the US Air Force also need a solid mechanism for tracking the nuclear expertise of ICBM/ nuclear maintenance and security forces personnel.

Recommendation: The nuclear shredout in a personnel tracking program should be expanded to include: operations, maintenance, acquisition/sustainment, munitions, security, planning,
requirements, NC2, Test (Air Force Operational Test and Evaluation Center/Top Hand), weapons school, and strategy/policy experience codes to better track our nuclear expertise.

**Recommendation:** Establish ICBM officer experience/development areas with the following criteria for tracking purposes: *Initial Operational Experiences* include ICBM crew, ICBM maintenance/nuclear munitions officer, security forces, and space crew (related to strategic mission). *Operational Staff Experiences* include US Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM) duty in the Air Room (strike planning), GOC (NC2), or at 20 AF where officers are intimately involved with emergency war order (EWO) procedures, Stan/Eval, codes, joint plan interim change process. The Depot/System program office (Depot/SPO) (sustainment), 576th Flight Test Squadron (test), and 392nd/532nd Training Squadrons (Air Education and Training Command) could possibly be included here as well. Finally, *Headquarters Staff Experiences* include USSTRATCOM J5 (strategy/plans/policy—J51), J38 (guidance), and J8 (requirements), AFSPC/A3N (guidance), A3T (stan/eval and training guidance), A5M (requirements), A4M (sustainment), and A8 (money). Similar Air Staff, Joint Staff, Department of Education, Air Force Nuclear Weapons Center (AFNWC), or Office of the Secretary of Defense functions would also be included here. In this construct, it will still be acceptable to broaden off the nuclear path and then come back. However, we must ensure we have officers with experience at each ICBM/nuclear level (or maybe two of three areas). Time (i.e., 10 years in ICBMs to command) is not the requirement; experiences are what are important.7

**Recommendation:** Security forces personnel with nuclear experience need to be tracked as part of a similar mechanism. No formal crossflow/broadening is needed. Our ICBM experienced security forces members need to continue performing nuclear security or broaden and then return to the nuclear enterprise.

**Nuclear Munitions/ICBM Maintenance Separate from Conventional/Aircraft Maintenance**8

The ICBM maintenance community tends to have leaders with more total ICBM experience than ICBM operations but lacks a solid foundation in nuclear sustainment. The average number of years of maintenance experience for ICBM maintenance officer leadership at the squadron commander, operations officer, or chief of quality assurance positions is problematic and averages around five years. The ICBM maintenance community simply does not produce enough officers to fill leadership billets although officers with primary expertise in nuclear sustainment and maintenance are still needed.

**Recommendation:** AFGSC, in conjunction with AFNWC, should oversee both the ICBM operations and ICBM/nuclear munitions maintenance for the US Air Force. The munitions and missile maintenance officer (21M) community should split between conventional and nuclear. 21Ms on the conventional side should become 21As (aircraft maintenance). The nuclear side should move under the control of AFGSC/AFNWC. The nuclear munitions and ICBM mmx officers (21Ms) should be the nuclear/ICBM sustainment arm for the Air Force. These officers could also broaden into ICBM operations. Further, to ensure we have the right number of ICBM mmx and nuclear mmx officers, ICBM operators should broaden into missile and nuclear munitions maintenance since sufficient numbers of 21M officers cannot be sustained or assessed.9

**ICBM Weapons School**

In 2005, 20 AF Emergency War Order Plans and Procedures (A3NK) began writing an ICBM tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTP) in conjunction with AFSPC A3 Nuclear Operations Branch and the ICBM Strike Team at USSTRATCOM. The intent of the TTP is to allow "new personnel to immediately gain access to generations’ worth of expertise."10 The ICBM TTP differs from most USAF three-series TTP volumes (such as tactical employment of the F-16) in that it provides more strategic level information. "The nature of the ICBM business dictates this volume to be more educational than employable at the crew level because tactics are applied at the combatant command (COCOM) level."11 However, the volume does contain many techniques designed to better employ the weapon system.12

The most recent initiative carried out by 20 AF was to send ICBM officers to the Space Tactics Instructor Course at the US Air Force Weapons School at Nellis AFB, Nevada. The objective of this initiative is to return fully trained weapons officers...
to the ICBM community. These weapons officers will use their expertise in critical thinking, instructor skills, and understanding of the USAF flying culture of open, honest, and direct feedback in crew training to facilitate the education of the ICBM force. Additionally, weapons officers will provide operations expertise to initiate improvements. One such improvement would be the implementation of the debrief process by 20 AF crews. The debrief process is a technique used by air crews to critically think through actions and identify root causes of mistakes made in operations in order to make improvements to TTPs. Additionally, US Air Force Weapons School graduates will be charged with integrating different aspects of the ICBM community. For example, the weapons officer could implement ICBM familiarization programs at the unit level to ensure community familiarization. ICBM weapons officer pilots. The debrief process is a technique used by air crews to critically think through actions and identify root causes of mistakes made in operations in order to make improvements to TTPs. Additionally, US Air Force Weapons School graduates will be charged with integrating different aspects of the ICBM community. For example, the weapons officer could implement ICBM familiarization programs at the unit level to ensure community familiarization.

The creation of an ICBM weapons school is an important aspect in the development of AFGSC nuclear expertise. Not only will an ICBM weapon instructor course (WIC) produce ICBM experts from a USAF “accredited” school, these officers have the opportunity to improve missile operations. Unfortunately, community buy-in for the ICBM weapons school and weapons officers may be a challenge. Very little socialization of this idea has occurred below the group commander level and in the wider ICBM community. Further, since there are currently no weapons officers at the operational ICBM units, they are an unproven commodity. Additionally, the fact that many of the duties today’s EWO sections perform are extremely similar to Air Force weapons and tactics program requirements is not understood. Finally, the need/use of the TTP is not well understood or misunderstood by operational units and therefore the TTP is not being used.

Recommendation: The weapons and tactics brief given by 20 AF/A3NK and AFSPC Weapons and Tactics Branch to operations group commanders in 2006 needs to be updated and delivered to wing, group and squadron commanders preferably at a 20 AF commander’s call by officers who already possess credibility in the ICBM community.

Recommendation: Begin ICBM weapon school at F. E. Warren AFB, Wyoming or Vandenberg AFB, California modeled after the bomber community — weapon system specific training occurs at Barksdale AFB, Louisiana and Whiteman AFB, Missouri and broader weapon system integration training occurs at Nellis AFB, Nevada. Further, the ICBM weapons school should not be a part of the Space WIC as they have distinctly different mission areas.

Recommendation: To enhance community buy-in, the WIC squadron commander does not necessarily need to be a weapons officer. Recommend a highly experienced ICBM officer as the commander with a weapons officer as the director of operations. If the ICBM WIC does remain a part of the Space WIC, the initial ICBM cadre will need to be senior O-3s/junior O-4s with extensive ICBM/nuclear expertise. Not junior captains recently graduated from WIC.

Recommendation: AFGSC should consider a combined operations and maintenance weapon school consisting of curriculum from ICBM WIC and the Advanced Munitions Maintenance Officer School nuclear munitions and ICBM maintenance lesson plans.

Way Ahead—Implementation

AFGSC’s desired end state should be the development of a sufficient pool of officers with broad nuclear experience to serve in key leadership positions. The ideal squadron commander must have at least two of three experience levels (initial, operational staff, headquarters) covered. With that said, there has been much talk about how AFSPC/AFGSC will determine who should be on the nuclear track and who needs to move to fill space operations billets (although separate space and nuclear officer accession needs to be explored). If an officer leaves his initial crew tour and goes to an ICBM/nuclear job, then he is on the ICBM/nuclear track. The numbers of officers needed to fill these nuclear billets is a known—they are the traditional billets that reside at the schoolhouse, Top Hand and 20 AF as well as the post-crew jobs at the wings. The only billets that are new to the ICBM business are weapons officers and those involved with maintenance/munitions broadening.

What are the requirements for experience? What do you have to do to be a nuclear squadron commander? Using the approach of education, training and experience to determine the best officers for the need, the following paragraphs will highlight the requirements of the nuclear career path. Education needed for the ICBM/nuclear officers should include: AFNWC Nuclear Management Fundamentals Course, Sandia Weapon Familiarization Course, ICBM WIC, ICBM Center of Excellence (ICE) courses, Maintenance Officer Intermediate course, Advanced Munitions course, the Defense Nuclear Weapons School courses, and the National Security Space Institute’s (NSSI’s) ICBM Advanced Course. Of these, the best opportunity for a comprehensive nuclear education for AFSPC officers will come from the AFNWC Nuclear Management Fundamentals Course and the NSSI ICBM Advanced Course.

The AFNWC’s Nuclear Management Fundamentals Course will be essential to the education of our AFGSC ICBM/nuclear personnel. The AFNWC was tasked by the Air Force Nuclear General Officer Steering Group to create a management-level course and the pilot version went through validation in May of 2008. The target audience for this course is personnel working on the Air Staff, Joint Staff, major command and COCOM staffs, numbered air force staffs, and at field units in the grade of O-4/master sergeant (E-7) or above who hold nuclear operations, logistics or support positions. The purpose of the course is to enhance awareness of the Air Force nuclear mission and to educate airmen to be able to effectively articulate Air Force nuclear weapons policies, practices, positions, and to be able to effectively discharge their nuclear related responsibilities. The specific objectives of the course are to “provide a broad overview of the nuclear weapons enterprise and create a standard frame of reference across the Air Force within which to explore our nuclear mission, capabilities, and issues.” Specifically, the course will cover the Air Force nuclear surety program and
describe/discuss the Air Force nuclear mission, force structure, policies and challenges.”21 Additionally, the course will “explore the relationships between the Department of Defense, US Air Force, and Department of Energy within the nuclear weapons complex.”22 In all, the AFNWC effort provides a broad overview for senior leaders. It will be the responsibility of specific organizations (AFGSC and US Air Forces in Europe) to execute their own courses that will add more detail relevant to their specific mission areas. Following the broad treatment of the nuclear enterprise at the AFNWC course, the NSSI offers the best potential for an in-depth ICBM education.

The 20 AF Advanced ICBM course was instituted in 2006 with the goal of educating every officer in all unit OSKs on ICBM planning and tactics skill sets not typically learned until the senior O-3/junior O-4 timeframe by personnel assigned to USSTRATCOM. Over the past two years, attendees from ICBM security forces and maintenance were included in the course to facilitate integration of all facets of the nuclear business. As the ICBM TTP stated, “20 AF has the opportunity to teach officers valuable information in the first six years of their career that took their superiors 15-plus years to experience firsthand.”23 The Advanced ICBM Course capitalizes on this opportunity and serves as both an ICBM familiarization and an introduction to nuclear policy, planning, and tactics.24 The last 20 AF course held at Offutt AFB, Nebraska attended by operations, security, and maintenance personnel proved highly successful.

In 2008, 20 AF transferred the ICBM course to the NSSI and much of the ICBM detail present in the 20 AF version is still intact. The intent of the NSSI assuming responsibility for the Advanced ICBM Course from 20 AF is to harness the necessary resources to execute the course. The original target audience for the course focused on unit personnel in key positions (instructor, evaluator, EWO, codes, maintenance) in order to expose them to the larger ICBM business. However, senior personnel could certainly benefit from the original course as well. The NSSI has produced a course that eliminates some of the detail from the original 20 AF version but still provides a comprehensive look at the ICBM mission. One drawback to the “beta” version held in May 2008 was the focus on senior leader education. Personnel of all ranks can benefit from the course and tactical level detail is needed by the AFGSC ICBM community as a whole. The NSSI version as recently executed contains some information already being taught by the AFNWC but also contains comprehensive lessons on most aspects of the ICBM business.25 Moreover, the course presents the opportunity to focus on both senior leaders (E-7/O-4 and above) and junior personnel (E-6/O-3) as an ICBM/nuclear refresher or a primer. For this reason, it is important that the course continue to teach subjects from the strategic to tactical levels of the nuclear enterprise. Further, assuming senior leaders should focus on strategy/policy and already understand the operational portions (such as maintenance, security, planning, EWO revision, tactics) of the ICBM business is a false assumption. One only needs to look at the average operational ICBM experience levels of our current squadron commanders to realize that more in-depth ICBM/nuclear education at all levels is needed. As a result, the operational focus in the NSSI course should continue and perhaps deepen to achieve knowledge requirements for our nuclear leaders.26

Recommendation: AFSPC will need to determine how to transfer the NSSI course to an AFGSC entity. Additionally, funding for the ICBM Advanced Course should be transferred as well. An expanded 20 AF/ICE might be the proper organization to conduct this course. Bottom-line: this course and its resources should not be lost during the transition from AFSPC to AFGSC.

Recommendation: AFGSC should require all officers going to nuclear command assignments (to include operations, maintenance, security, support personnel) to attend AFNWC and NSSI (until relieved) course before assuming command. This would be similar to the nuclear refresher pipeline done by nuclear officers in the Navy.

Recommendation: The NSSI (until relieved) should continue to deliver the course on no less than a quarterly basis. Additionally, technical blocks of instruction on ICBM propulsion, guidance, and re-entry systems should be included in future courses. To ensure these skill sets are effectively presented to the ICBM community, NSSI (or its successor) needs to execute a plan to bring system experts in to help teach the concepts.

Recommendation: Ensure the correct officers (ones with recent USSTRATCOM and/or AFSPC/A3N experience; crew time is not enough) are placed at the NSSI (or its successor) to teach the ICBM Advanced Course.

Recommendation: The AFNWC’s course is a senior leader course. The ICBM Advanced Course should be a venue where junior ICBM officers can learn the big picture and senior officers get a refresher and discuss current issues. By not allowing junior personnel to attend the advanced course, a valuable education and retention opportunity is lost.

At the unit level, education must also occur. Twentieth Air Force must develop programs to build the next generations of ICBM/nuclear leaders.27 Unit Familiarization Programs should be implemented that target operations group unit qualifying training students, officers upgrading to crew commander, security personnel, and maintenance personnel. Such programs not only provide familiarization, they also provide opportunity to reinforce logistics/mnx, security, and operational issues while encouraging crosstalk. Furthermore, an additional duty-Strategic Air Command-like program is needed by which operators can learn maintenance or security skills on their off days.28 This program increases officer knowledge but also could generate interest in broadening. Further, such a program provides a pool of personnel to select from if more officer crossflow is needed. With regard to training, our nuclear experts will continue to have Minuteman III Initial Qualifying Training, Maintenance Officer Fundamentals Course, Missile Maintenance Officer Course, and the Nuclear Munitions Officer Course available to them. Once educated and trained, the final piece of nuclear officer development is job experience.

Operational experience is needed to grow the officers the US
Air Force needs in the future. Criteria for squadron commander could be: three years of experience at the operational level (maintenance officer or crew member); operations officer experience; and experience in two of three levels with preference given to those with experience in all three (time should not be a requirement). To help establish solid experience, we need to be able to keep ICBM officers at their first assignment (missile units) for at least six years. During this time officers will have the opportunity to gain diverse experiences. For example, four years on crew followed by two in EWO, codes, or maintenance. Within that time, instructor or evaluator opportunities are also available. A second example could be three years in maintenance followed by three in operations.

Credibility will be the most important aspect of the development program. Officers must gain credibility in operations by holding positions such as instructor, evaluator, competitor, senior crew, EWO instructor/planner, or codes controller. Officers who will command in maintenance or munitions must also be credible by serving a minimum of two years maintenance experience (three or more preferred) and holding key positions (i.e., showing progression). In this way, AFGSC will be able to create officers competitive for any nuclear squadron. The key to progression/competitiveness is for officers to flow back and forth between nuclear disciplines.

**Recommendation:** AFGSC needs to establish comparable positions in operations and maintenance. For example, junior majors should be assigned to OSK, OSO, OSB, maintenance operations flight, generation flight, munitions flight, or resources flight. Junior to mid-level captains should hold positions such as: munitions accountable systems officer, electro-mechanical team section OIC, missile maintenance team section OIC, team training section OIC, vehicles and equipment section OIC, weapons and tactics flight training section, weapons and tactics flight plans section, missile control flight training section, or smaller flights such as training flight and facilities flight. Senior O-4s/O-5s should be assigned as operations officers, and QA or operations group standardization/evaluation chiefs.

**Recommendation:** Establish the number of operations moves to maintenance per year in 2009. Additionally, establish the number of new 21M accessions to maintenance per year starting in 2010.

**Recommendation:** AFGSC needs to ensure officers have the opportunity to stay in the nuclear business with no career penalties. Development Teams and squadron command boards need to modify their views from a space or missile focus to one that embraces space expertise and ICBM/nuclear expertise. Further, leadership needs to avoid rhetoric that gives the perception of diminished importance to AFGSC mission areas. A consistent message from senior leaders concerning the nuclear career path must occur. Another challenge will be to get our 13S commanders, who grew up under the old paradigm, to push their top folks to the ICBM/nuclear path.

**Recommendation:** AFGSC commander/vice commander and 20 AF commander need to go on a road show to garner support for the ICBM/nuclear expert career paths. The young ICBM officer corps is the target audience and has not yet been convinced to stay on a nuclear track. Additionally, the current 13S leadership (who was not socialized this way for the most part) will need to be convinced that their strong officers are not being led down a dead-end career path. We have all heard “if you’re not in space, you’re not in the race” too many times.

**Conclusion**

The Air Force must take immediate action on personnel development to be good stewards of the nuclear enterprise. Current experience levels aside, the number of years in the nuclear business does not necessarily equate to expertise and/or superior officer/command ability. Rather, AFGSC should deliberately develop officers who are not only experts in the nuclear business but who also possess superior command/leadership ability. Twentieth Air Force currently has some very strong commanders who simply lack experiences that would make them even more valuable to the nuclear enterprise.

With the ICBM operations, maintenance, and nuclear munitions functions tracked by AFGSC, there are 30 plus nuclear squadrons available to include munitions, munitions support, maintenance, and operations (more if you count ICBM acquisition units). This provides an increased command opportunity for those officers who have sufficiently broadened into nuclear billets. Further, these nuclear command billets will give officers the opportunities necessary to make them competitive for general officer rank. However, our focus should be on producing experts in the nuclear enterprise and not be trying to manage a corporate Air Force process. In other words, we should not be distracted with trying to build officers above the O-5 level. Rather, AFGSC needs officers at the squadron commander level to be experts in the ICBM/nuclear business. Group commanders and above can become generalists as needed.

With this in mind, AFGSC must change the focus of how it selects officers for leadership positions. This is not to say that our current ICBM officers at the squadron level or higher are not outstanding leaders. AFSPC simply has not provided the experiences to our superior officers that will help them lead the nuclear enterprise into the future. However, AFGSC will have the mechanisms to remedy this problem today. As a start, strategic communication from the highest levels of AFGSC is needed. The Blue Ribbon review underscores this requirement when it recommended the USAF “develop a sufficient pool of officers with broad experience in ICBMs to serve in key missile leadership positions, including squadron, group, and wing command.” To accomplish this, senior officers must convey a new intent to promotion boards, squadron command boards and development teams. That intent should be that future ICBM/nuclear squadron commanders and operations officers should have robust expertise. Officers at the group and wing
commander level can begin to focus more on being generalists. To place experienced officers in all squadron leadership positions will take time. If we begin now, it will most likely take 10 years to get the expertise levels correct. The time to improve the nuclear enterprise is at hand. Implementing the recommendations in this article will put AFGSC and the US Air Force on the right path for success.

Notes:
1. This article is the result of ongoing dialogue within the ICBM community and the ideas presented by 20 AF, AFSPC/A3, and AFSPC/A4 on the subject of nuclear officer development.
2. AFSPC should also think about its experience levels on the space side of the equation. Developing experts in particular areas rather than generalist will be essential to future success.
3. It is the traditional path to Code 39 folks to stay at the wing in codes, EWO or mnx; 392d/532d; Top Hand; 20 AF.
4. The 20 AF/CC recently wrote a letter to AFSPC advocating this initiative and AFSPC is acting on it. However, the 21M community is resistant to significant numbers of operations and maintenance crossflows.
5. The space operations community faces a similar challenge of growing the right level of expertise. This challenge should not distract the command from addressing the vital issue of nuclear expertise.
6. The latest Vigilant Eagle board had six matches in 20 AF. Only two of the six have extensive (more than 10 years) ICBM experience.
7. There are a fair amount of career broadening options at DTRA, DoE/NNSA, NWC, and OSD/Nuclear Matters, a problem is the perception of these jobs, but they do offer a bigger picture view and add to Nuclear Expertise weather you are a 21M or 13S.
9. See AFSPC/A4 13N career field proposal.
11. Ibid.
13. See 20 AF Weapons Officer Manning Plan
15. The brief delivered by 20 AF/A3NK and AFSPC/A3TW in 2006 needs to be updated and redelivered. This brief defined the requirements of a weapons and tactics program, the role of weapons officers and discussed the processes already in place in the ICBM business that easily fits the definition of W & T program.
16. Current WIC initiatives are being conducted without necessary expertise in place at Nellis. Students currently going through WIC to become ICBM weapons officers are developing their own curriculum to be taught to future classes. I believe these junior officers should be augmented by seasoned ICBM experts.
17. Traditional jobs include: codes controller, EWO instructor/planner, maintenance officer, 20 AF evaluator, Top Hand test conductor, 532d/392d instructor.
18. Each career path (space control, missile warning, etc.) could have “experts” and should. The Air Force lost space experts out of the merger just like we lost nuclear ones.
19. 61/62/63s have a great list of required courses for career progression, a 13S/21M should have taken five to six nuclear specialty courses by the time they are a squadron DO/CC.
20. Taken from AFWNC course introduction slides.
21. Ibid.
22. Ibid.
23. AFTTP 3-1.ICBM, 1-1.
24. The April 2007 course at Offutt consisted of four days of instruction. The familiarization portion included: USSSTRATCOM, AFSPC, and 20 AF mission briefs and a history of the Minuteman III weapons system brief. Additionally, briefs on helicopter and security support were given. USSSTRATCOM tours were also included as part of the familiarization.
25. The pilot version of the Nuclear Weapon Center’s nuclear management course is a senior leader course. “The purpose of the Air Force Nuclear Management Fundamentals Course is to enhance awareness of the Air Force nuclear mission … This course is aimed at Air Force officers, senior enlisted, and equivalent civilian personnel (O4 and above, E-7/8/9, GS 13 and above), at the Air Staff, Joint Staff, MAJCOMs, COMOs, intermediate headquarters, and field units with nuclear operations, maintenance, logistics, or acquisition responsibilities within the nuclear enterprise.”
26. For example, there are operators who don’t understand security forces, mnx, NC2, or strike planning and leaders who don’t know what the Force Commit, JSCP-N, or NUWEP documents are/do. Additionally, there is a need for officers to understand EWO revision implementation, EAP build, security forces, maintenance, Air Room tactics, and strike planning processes.
27. 20 AF/A3’s T7 initiative is a good idea but it lacks proper coordination with the maintenance and security communities.
28. Additional duty-Strategic Air Command was an additional duty program that allowed crew members to learn another AFSC in their off time. Depending on the AFSC, the program was a set amount of time, there was a set training program that paralleled the requirements of an officer with the primary AFSC, there was a requirement for the training schedule to be set in advance before entering the program, and a weekly meeting with a designated LOC for the applicant.
29. Experience; codes, EWO, test, instructor, evaluator, flight/cc, generation flight, mnx operations flight, resources flight, MASO, EMT/MMT, requirements, strategy/policy, strike planning, NC2, operations officer.
30. A separate squadron commander board will be needed for the ICBM/nuclear enterprise for the 30 or so squadrons AFSPC will have once nuclear munitions, ICBM mnx, and ICBM operations are combined.
31. USAF Blue Ribbon review, 110.
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“We live in a world in which traditional nation-states and alliances are asymmetrically challenged by adversaries who are unconstrained by geographic boundaries ... these adversaries are pursuing the means for sudden and catastrophic strikes using weapons of mass destruction (WMD) armed ballistic missiles, or with little or no warning using WMD delivered by irregular means. The capability we lack is the means to deliver prompt, precise, conventional effects at intercontinental ranges.” ~ General James Cartwright, then commander, US Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM)

An al-Qaeda terrorist cell in Iran has recently acquired a WMD and intelligence reports indicate this cell plans to employ the weapon at a crucial US command and control node and center of gravity, within the next three hours. Iran has fielded and flight-tested a new short-range ballistic missile (SRBM) that can easily reach the node with minimal indication and warning. The terrorist cell has stolen a missile-erector-launcher (MEL) with an SRBM loaded and ready for launch. Intelligence efforts have geo-located the site of the training camp where the MEL is in garrison and the coordinates have been confirmed. Time is of the essence, the US must act now!

As long as the US is engaged in the Global War on Terrorism, which it will be for the near future, we must be prepared to deal with this type of scenario because it gives terrorists the ability to attack US interests on non-US soil. A number of countries with regional ambitions do not welcome the US role as a stabilizing power in their regions and have not accepted it passively. Because of their ambitions, they want to place restraints on the US ability to project power or influence into their regions. They see the acquisition of missile and WMD technology as a way of doing so.

With the collapse of the Soviet Union, the rise of international terrorism, and the availability of WMD, the situations in which the US may be required to defend our national interests have changed dramatically. A variety of Congressional Research Service (CRS) reports have identified a number of scenarios like the one previously mentioned that require rapid response and precise targeting on a global scale.

CRS Report RS21057, Missile Defense, Arms Control, and Deterrence: A New Strategic Framework, 31 October 2001, states “the challenge is to deter multiple potential adversaries not only from using existing weapons but also dissuade them from developing new capabilities in the first place. These potential adversaries include nations such as China and a number of other states such as North Korea and Iran for whom terror and blackmail are a way of life. These nations might threaten US allies and interests, US forces advancing US interests, and US territory in an effort to blackmail the US to retreat from its interests around the world.” It is crucial to understand an adversary’s mindset as terror and blackmail could be a means to carry out their deterrence strategy.

The future will continue to be dynamic and complex, with greater emphasis placed on non-traditional struggles, environments, and adversaries. The spectrum of projected threats to national security includes enduring and emerging nuclear challenges, proliferation of WMD and delivery systems, large conventional forces, and non-traditional threats and adversaries. According to G. Peter Nanos, former director of the Los Alamos National Laboratory, there are two reasons why a country would want to acquire WMD. The first reason is to counter an overwhelming conventional threat and the second is they want to be perceived as a bad actor on the international scene. The US must be postured to counter and defeat these future challenges.

Dr. Lewis Dunn, senior vice president with Science Application International Corporation and a former assistant director of the US Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, stated in a peer review titled, “Cooperative Security Management—Exploring a Concept” that there are three strategic challenges in terms of containing the threats of chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear terrorism. First, the US must continue to strengthen global habits of cooperation across a spectrum of responses. The second challenge is building up national control capabilities. The third deals with reducing terrorist cell’s motivation behind acquiring and ultimately using WMD.

The March 2006 National Security Strategy stated the Department of Defense (DoD) is transforming itself to better balance its capabilities across four categories of challenges: (1) traditional challenges posed by states employing conventional armies, navies, and air forces in well-established forms of military competition, (2) irregular challenges from state and non-state actors employing methods such as terrorism and insurgency to counter our traditional military advantages, (3) catastrophic challenges involving the acquisition, possession, and use of WMD by state and non-state actors, and (4) disruptive challenges from state and non-state actors who employ technologies and capabilities … in new ways to counter military advantages the US currently enjoys. For the purpose of this article, the irregular challenges described in number two above are synonymous with irregular warfare.

The 2006 Quadrennial Defense Review defines irregular
Prompt Global Strike and Deterrence

“We maintain our strength in order to deter and defend against aggression—to preserve freedom and peace.”

~ President Ronald Reagan

PGS is a concept that provides national leadership and combatant commanders the ability to respond to emerging threats promptly before an enemy can inflict grievous harm to US national interests. The concept envisions shortening the “time-to-effect” window from days/hours to hours/minutes and can consist of a range of response options to include kinetic and non-kinetic options. Currently, PGS is largely limited to nuclear-armed ballistic missiles while an operational capability gap exists to produce prompt, global conventional kinetic and non-kinetic effects. To distinguish between nuclear and conventional capabilities, the term Conventional PGS (CPGS) is used to describe the various conventional munition delivery systems being proposed by the DoD Services and Industry. CPGS includes cruise missiles, ballistic, and non-ballistic systems. The CSM missile is one option for filling this capability gap and, when operational, would provide a capability to strike anywhere on the globe. The CPGS mission provides:

- Improved responsiveness to hold targets at risk on timelines consistent with commander’s intent and national security objectives.

- Improved employment flexibility against preplanned and emergent targets and rapid retargeting and execution through integration of real-time intelligence updates.

- Improved reliability and accuracy to deliver appropriate weapons to meet planned mission effectiveness criteria as required by combatant commanders while minimizing collateral effects.

- Linkage to highly accurate, complete, timely, and usable intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance support.

- Survivability to operate effectively in the defense environment projected to exist during the system’s operational life.

- Robustness necessary to satisfy competing global mission requirements in a multi-theater environment.

CPGS provides the capability to strike globally, precisely, and rapidly with effects against high-payoff, time-sensitive targets: (1) in a single or multi-theater environment, (2) when US and allied forces have no permanent military presence or only limited infrastructure in a region, (3) regardless of anti-access threats. The goal of anti-access threats, which include advanced air defenses and surface attack capabilities, is to threaten or discourage US intervention, disrupt coalitions, or make

This capability to meet the challenges that the US may face in the coming years.

Next, political considerations associated with PGS and the CSM, to include the strategic dialogue that must take place with Russia and China and the selection of a viable warhead option to make the CSM successful, are discussed. The article concludes by providing additional recommendations requiring consideration in the near future.

Figure 1. The New Triad.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New Triad</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-nuclear and nuclear strike capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICBMs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bombers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLBMs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2, Intelligence &amp; Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsive Infrastructure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The article begins by defining PGS and examining PGS as it relates to deterrence. Deterrence has worked for the US due to our abundant nuclear stockpile, but with the dwindling number of nuclear weapons and recent asymmetric attacks, the US needs a new capability soon.

The article then examines three technical considerations associated with the US Air Force Conventional Strike Missile (CSM). The CSM will be a key addition to the PGS and deterrence toolkit. While some reports suggest this capability should be ready by 2015, a top priority should be accelerating this capability to meet the challenges that the US may face in the coming years.
Adversary Integrated Air Defense Systems (IADS) and ship-based air defense systems include legacy systems, incorporating more capable surface-to-air missile systems such as the SA-10, SA-12, SA-20, S-400, and SAN-6. Additionally, IADS may include the deployment of advanced anti-aircraft artillery systems and man portable air defense systems, such as the SA-16, SA-18, SA-24, and HQ-9. Determined adversaries may incorporate a sophisticated command and control network to coordinate their efforts and may employ a vast array of countermeasures. These systems inherently put lives at risk in a combat environment. Adversaries are increasingly reluctant to oppose US military force-on-force and are seeking new asymmetric ways to counter American strengths, particularly air and space power.

CPGS will provide conventional kinetic and non-kinetic global strike capabilities to achieve national or combatant commander objectives. CPGS contributes to Joint Force efforts to achieve: (1) freedom to operate (gain and maintain operational access), (2) significant reductions in enemy’s will or capabilities, and (3) conditions favorable for decisive follow-on operations. This article will only focus on the kinetic effects associated with CPGS.

The problem is the US has no true CPGS capability. B-1s, B-2s, and B-52s have the ability to deliver conventional weapons at intercontinental ranges with several limiting factors. Depending on the situation, long-range bomber flight times usually preclude prompt effects on target sets without timely pre-positioning, require in-flight refueling, are subject to foreign nation overflight approval requirements or routing over international airspace, and may be vulnerable to enemy air defenses.

The US can use nuclear delivery options in a prompt, global role but intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) and sea-launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs) are not currently equipped with conventional warheads. An interim solution considers 24 of the US Navy’s Trident II D-5 SLBMs being modified to carry conventional warheads, known as the Conventional Trident Modification (CTM). Congress, however, has raised concerns about whether a CTM launch could be misinterpreted as the launch of a nuclear weapon. The development of a new land-based, non-ballistic missile with a conventional warhead is needed to address future deterrence challenges and irregular warfare. Though typically associated with nuclear weapons, such missiles are merely a means to deliver a payload. They can deliver a several thousand-pound payload over a long range in a matter of minutes. This new capability could be used to hold multiple targets at risk, in more than one theater, simultaneously, and prove a useful deterrent to dissuade an adversary’s hostile intentions.

Deterrence, whether diplomatic, economic, or military, has always been regarded as the first US course of action. Deterrence operations convince adversaries not to take actions that threaten US vital interests by means of decisive influence over their decision-making. Decisive influence is achieved by credibly threatening to deny benefits and/or impose costs, while encouraging restraint by convincing the actor that restraint will result in an acceptable outcome.

Throughout the Cold War, the US relied on ballistic missiles armed with nuclear weapons as the primary source of deterrence. Since the end of the Cold War, until recently there had been a marked decline in the level and intensity of focus on the nuclear enterprise and the nuclear mission. Beginning with the implementation of the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty agreement and accelerated by the end of the Cold War, the DoD has focused on reducing nuclear forces and nuclear weapons.

In 2002, President George W. Bush and Russian President Vladimir V. Putin signed the Moscow Treaty, which will reduce the number of our operationally deployed strategic nuclear warheads to a level between 1,700 and 2,200 by 2012. In 2004, President Bush issued a directive to cut the entire US nuclear stockpile, both deployed and reserve warheads, in half by 2012. This goal was accelerated and achieved five years ahead of schedule in 2007. As of the end of 2007, the total stockpile was almost 50 percent below what it was in 2001, when President Bush took office.

On 18 December 2007, the White House announced the president’s decision to reduce the nuclear weapons stockpile by another 15 percent by 2012. This means the US nuclear stockpile will be less than one-quarter its size at the end of the Cold War—the smallest stockpile in more than 50 years. This may or may not provide a credible nuclear deterrent against nation states.

The attacks on 11 September 2001 proved that something had to change in terms of dealing with non-state actors. However, adversaries with ballistic missiles that are able to strike US interests or allies, especially those pursuing chemical, biological, and nuclear programs, view ballistic missiles as their source of deterrence. Ballistic missiles provide a cost-effective delivery system for both conventional and non-conventional weapons. For those seeking to thwart the projection of US power, the capability to combine ballistic missiles with WMD provides a strategic counter to US conventional and information-based military superiority. With such weapons, these nations can pose a serious threat to the US, to its forward-based forces and staging areas, and to US friends and allies.

General Kevin P. Chilton, in an article titled “Strategic Deterrence in the Post Cold War/911 Era,” for the Air Force Space Command (AFSPC) High Frontier Journal states, “The capability to strike targets with PGS or deliver timely non-kinetic effects will be dependent on our ability to operate inside the adversary’s decision cycle. The importance of effective intelligence, command and control, and agile planning systems are further magnified as decision cycles become more compressed.” General Chilton goes on to say, “Many adversaries we face will not be deterred by the threat of a tardy response on our part regardless of the speed of our weapons. They must know that we possess the capability to strike them at any time, at any place, and with whatever degree of force our national leaders choose. Combined with the will to use such force, we present the opportunity to deter future adversaries just as successfully as we deterred nuclear aggression and major attacks over the last half century.”
The evolving strategic environment requires new approaches to deterrence and defense. CPGS gives national leadership and combatant commanders the capability to respond to emerging threats promptly before an enemy can inflict grievous harm to US national interests. Our deterrence strategy no longer rests primarily on the grim premise of inflicting devastating nuclear consequences on potential foes. Both offensive and defensive systems are necessary to deter state and non-state actors, through denial of the objectives of their attacks and, if necessary, responding with overwhelming force.20

Deterrence, where feasible, may not depend solely on an adversary’s fear of a nuclear response. Even if an adversary fears a nuclear response, the threat of such a response to the adversary’s aggression may not be sufficiently credible to deter adversaries in all potential WMD-related scenarios. Reliance on offensive nuclear weapons alone for deterrence is no longer sufficient.21 Therefore, the US must look to alternate options, using conventional capabilities, to continue the success of deterrence. Our future deterrence success will be a function of how well we bring all of our capabilities and resources to bear to achieve commensurate and decisive influence over an adversary’s decision-making process.22

**Technical Considerations Associated with the Conventional Strike Missile**

The US has deployed long-range, ballistic missiles in its strategic offensive nuclear forces for more than 40 years. Recently, Congress has been considering various CPGS proposals that utilize conventional warheads on nuclear legacy, long-range ballistic missiles, as well as, non-nuclear endoatmospheric (within the atmosphere as opposed to exoatmospheric meaning used in space) hyperglide delivery vehicles to mitigate treaty and overflight concerns. This would provide the US the ability to strike promptly anywhere in the world, regardless of the presence of overseas bases or nearby naval forces.23

The Air Force and Navy have both studied the possible deployment of conventional warheads on their long-range ballistic missiles. The Navy sought funding, in fiscal year (FY) 2003 and FY 2004, for research into a reentry vehicle that would be able to maneuver when approaching its target. The FY 2007 Defense Budget requested $127 million to pursue the deployment of conventional warheads on Trident missiles, but the 109th Congress rejected most of this request; the FY 2008 budget requested $162.4 million.24 Congress approved $100 million to be applied across the military services for CPGS technologies with an emphasis on the Air Force CSM and Army Advanced Hypersonic (Mach 5 or five times the speed of sound) Weapon.

The Air Force is pursuing, with the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), research into a number of technologies that might enhance the US long-range strike capability. In particular, the Air Force is looking at developing a payload delivery vehicle (PDV) derived from DARPA flight tests of a hyperglide vehicle (HGV), previously known as the common aero vehicle, that can carry existing conventional munitions on modified Minuteman, Peacekeeper, or future missiles, or used to deploy newly developed “purpose-built” conventional warheads.

The CSM is proposed as a land-based, surface attack, space traversing weapon system capable of delivering conventional payloads at near-global ranges providing effects on target within minutes to hours of launch.25 Basing this new weapon system in the continental US (CONUS), with one on the west coast and one on the east coast, would distinguish the CSM from nuclear ICBMs. Current US ICBM bases; Malmstrom AFB, Montana, Minot AFB, North Dakota, and F. E. Warren AFB, Wyoming are well known and understood by our adversaries. A CONUS-based conventional capability is easier to distinguish from a SLBM that could carry either a conventional or a nuclear warhead. CONUS basing of the CSM also provides access to on-going treaty inspection agreements. This future capability would enable rapid target engagement and the ability to conduct deep attack operations in an environment that prevents access by traditional means.26

**Three Issues**

The Air Force needs to examine many issues when choosing to fund and develop a CSM that meets the needs of CPGS. There are however three issues of vital importance. First, what booster and delivery vehicle is required to deliver the warhead and its “kill mechanism” at the required accuracies? Second, how can collateral damage, which directly relates the missile’s guidance system and warhead lethal radius, be minimized when delivering a kill mechanism at speeds up to or exceeding 15,000 mph or Mach 23 (23 times the speed of sound)? Lastly, what warhead and kill mechanism is required to meet commander’s intent or achieve the desired effect?

**Booster and Delivery Vehicle**

With the deactivation of the 400th Missile Squadron (MS) at F. E. Warren AFB and the deactivation of the 564 MS at Malmstrom AFB, there are a number of boosters that are readily available to carry a newly developed CPGS warhead. The Peacekeeper-class of boosters and the Minuteman-class of boosters are two options. From a strictly operational perspective, a Minuteman-class booster offers more flexibility in basing due to its smaller size, while the Peacekeeper-class booster’s throw weight advantage provides roughly three times the payload as well a significant range advantage.27

The PDV, is envisioned as being capable of transporting its payload on a suborbital, non-ballistic trajectory at hypersonic speeds and delivering and/or dispensing that payload into the atmosphere at the target. The basic vehicle technology is now a part of Force Application and Launch from Continental United States, which is a joint project between the Air Force and the DARPA. The DARPA HGV Program will demonstrate a maneuvering aerobody that can fit into the desired PDV that allows the system to course-correct for maximum accuracy and delivers its kill mechanism at various speeds.

**Guidance and Collateral Damage**

In terms of accuracy, the guidance system developed for the
Coming advances in conventional GPS-aided capabilities have demonstrated that these weapons are extremely accurate. The CSM would have to leverage these advances to minimize collateral damage, the unintended damage to civilian life or property during a military operation. Some conventional weapon accuracies are at the sub-meter level but they are never going to be perfect until Target Location Error (TLE), the difference between the actual location of the target and the expected location, is minimized. Understanding and predicting TLE is particularly crucial to autonomous weapons development to minimize collateral damage. The total overall accuracy associated with any conventional weapons is a statistical combination of TLE, GPS signal-in-space error, and weapon guidance errors. Another viable solution could use laser ring gyros as the primary guidance system with GPS coordinate updates.

**Warhead and Kill Mechanism**

Three warheads were being considered for a portion of the $100 million in FY 2008 funding Congress allocated for PGS and critical technology demonstrations. Textron System’s BLU-108 Sensor Fuzed submunition, Sandia National Laboratory’s (SNL) “Rods from God,” and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory’s (LLNL) “Hell Storm” warheads were evaluated as possible PGS warhead solutions.

The BLU-108 represented the utilization of existing conventional munition concepts in PGS. The BLU-108 PGS warhead concept contains 10 submunitions each with four “smart” skeet warheads. The skeet’s explosively formed penetrator (EFP) is the kill mechanism of the warhead. The one-pound copper EFP, moving at hypersonic speeds, performs a kinetic energy kill of the target, thus minimizing collateral damage. The CBU-97 Sensor Fuzed Weapon and the AGM-154 Joint Stand-Off Weapon utilize the BLU-108. However, Textron Systems must modify the BLU-108 for placement in a hypersonic delivery system, successfully demonstrating hypersonic dispense while slowing down to transonic speeds (350 - 750 miles per hour or Mach 0.8 to 1.2), and deploying its submunitions.

Both SNL and LLNL have designed a kinetic energy projectile (KEP) warhead that delivers various sized fragments at the intended target. The characteristics of an ideal hypersonic warhead are quite simple: preserve and deposit the maximum kinetic energy onto the target and maximize its lethal area across a target set ranging from hard to soft targets (i.e., a command and control bunker, terrorist training camp, etc.). Both SNL and LLNL have considered these characteristics in the design of their warheads with each having fundamental differences.

SNL originally designed “Rods from God” for the Navy’s CTM as a near-term CPGS solution. LLNL designed “Hell Storm” to be scalable and fit multiple delivery and booster systems for the mid- to long-term CPGS solutions. The SNL design is limited to a KEP-only capability while the LLNL design has both a KEP and a penetrator capability combined into a single warhead. LLNL’s “Hell Storm” warhead provides greater military utility, because of the KEP/penetrator capability across the defined PGS target set. The LLNL design provides a uniform fragment distribution over a larger target area while depositing more of the available kinetic energy when compared to other KEP designs.

All three warheads required further evaluation. USSTRATCOM awarded a contract to Johns Hopkins University’s Applied Physics Laboratory to evaluate design and performance for the BLU-108, the SNL warhead, and the LLNL KEP/penetrator warhead to be utilized in future CPGS systems.

US CPGS weapons will need the ability to strike several categories of targets promptly, throughout the spectrum of conflict. For example, if an adversary deployed air defense or anti-satellite weapons that could disrupt the US ability to sustain an attack, the US might choose to strike promptly at the start of the conflict with CPGS weapons that can penetrate and destroy these defenses. A prompt strike against an adversary’s ballistic missiles or caches of WMD might allow the US to destroy these weapons early before an adversary could use them. Some targets could emerge quickly and remain vulnerable for only short periods of time during a conflict. These might include leadership cells that move regularly during a conflict or mobile military systems that the adversary had chosen to keep hidden prior to their use.

The timeframe for fielding a CSM capability is as early as FY 2012. AFSPC has selected the LLNL KEP-only warhead for its future CSM flight test and lethality demonstration in calendar year 2010/2011. Accelerating the development of the CSM warhead will contribute to meeting existing war plans so we can be prepared to deter and defeat future challenges.

Addressing these three issues: booster and delivery vehicle, guidance and collateral damage, and warhead and kill mechanism are crucial. The author believes the kill mechanism is the most important technical issue because the US flight test program has been in existence for nearly 50 years and can adequately certify the booster and delivery vehicle but the kill mechanism is unproven in combat. Another issue that needs further clarification deals with the strategic dialogue that needs to take place with Russia and China regarding overflight/mitigation concerns and treaty implications, or lack thereof.

**Political Considerations Associated with the Conventional Strike Missile**

In the Bush administration’s view, offensive strike weapons with conventional warheads could address some missions now assigned to long-range nuclear forces. While some critics claim this concept would blur the distinction between conventional and nuclear weapons and increase the likelihood of a US use of nuclear weapons, the administration has argued that the availability of precision conventional weapons would, possibly, provide the president with more options in a crisis, and therefore, reduce the likelihood of the use of nuclear weapons.

**Strategic Dialogue with Russia and China**

The US must concern themselves with Russia and China in regards to the CSM. There are several reasons for this concern. Russia and China could view this new conventional capability...
as destabilizing, providing the US with a superior advantage that neither nation possesses. In addition, depending on the target location, the CSM may overfly either nation and potentially escalate into conflict. Possible Russian or Chinese miscalculation, viewing the launch as a nuclear-armed missile aimed at them, is the most important political concern. Convincing either nation to allow CSM overflight access, and not to react as if the launch has a hostile intention to them, is not going to be easy task, but is not impossible.

There are two uncertainties with Russia and China in the strategic environment. The first uncertainty leads one to think both Russia and China are watching and waiting on the US deployment of missile defenses and the pursuit of advanced conventional capabilities. The second uncertainty indicates China’s nuclear modernization is linked directly to advances of US missile defense and advanced conventional capabilities. The US must seek to reduce Russia and China uncertainties about US strategic intentions, which may involve convincing them that the US would never use this new technology against them without a valid reason.30

The US must manage emerging strategic interactions with both Russia and China. There are three major challenges in today’s US—Russia strategic relationship: (1) reduce mutual uncertainties, (2) broaden habits of cooperation, and (3) in terms of nuclear weapons, avoid arms creeping. The key shaping factor with respect to these challenges is Russian uncertainty about US strategic intentions. Another factor could also be a sense of lost prestige from the former Soviet Union era.

There are also three major challenges in today’s US—China strategic relationship: (1) avoid mutual strategic miscalculation, (2) avoid a strategic arms race, and (3) build habits of cooperation. The key shaping factor with China is US—China mutual strategic uncertainty.31 The key assumption here is that China is willing to cooperate with the US vice compete with the US.

There is no agreed US or international definition of overflight or of the boundary line between controlled national airspace and outer space. Both US practice and international law acknowledge that unauthorized transit of another country’s controlled national airspace would violate that country’s sovereignty. However, the line or altitude of demarcation between controlled national airspace and outer space remains undefined and ambiguous.32 Utilization of an advanced HGV by the CSM may help mitigate overflight concerns.

**Treaty Implications**

The CSM would have to comply with all applicable treaties in force at the time of deployment. These include those restrictions imposed by Article IV of the Outer Space Treaty, potential applicability of the Treaty Between the United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on the Reduction and Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms of 31 July 1991 (expires in 2009), and the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty.33

There is a current framework for the notification of launches with Russia but not China. The Agreement on Notifications of ICBM and SLBM Launches, signed on 31 May 1988 during the Moscow Summit, reflects the continuing interest of the United States and the Soviet Union in reducing the risk of nuclear war because of misinterpretation, miscalculation, or accident. The agreement provides for notification, no less than 24 hours in advance, of the planned date, launch area, and area of impact for any launch of an ICBM or SLBM. The agreement also provides that these notifications be provided through the nuclear risk reduction centers. The agreement entered into force on the date it was signed.34 This agreement should be modified to include the CSM, especially if separate basing options were utilized. The agreement would also have to be modified to include the Chinese. The US will have to strengthen strategic relationships with China before this happens.

**Recommendations**

Having identified some key strategic challenges facing the US, the US must develop a toolkit to meet these challenges. The US must put mitigations measures in place to avoid miscalculations. These measures would involve taking an “outside of the container” approach to how the US deals with Russia and, more importantly, China.

There are a wide range of usable measures that could be put in place while not excluding legally binding negotiated treaties, in terms of Russia, that would mitigate overflight concerns. Russia’s missile warning and defense systems are degrading. The US could offer Russia assistance to help upgrade these systems in return for allowing CSM overflight.

Another option is to create specific launch profiles for conventional systems. The launch trajectory for the CSM would be distinctly different from a typical ICBM flight path (reference figure 2). ICBM reentry vehicles essentially travel downrange after being lofted to a high altitude by the launch vehicle and then, after release from the reentry bus, follow a relatively steep and well-characterized ballistic flight path to the target. The CSM, on the other hand, relies primarily on its aerodynamic design to achieve range. The CSM launch vehicle will follow a depressed trajectory and insert the payload delivery vehicle at a shallow reentry angle, thereby maximizing the vehicles inherent lift capabilities.35
CSM launch options must ensure other nations, particularly Russia and China, can distinguish between a conventional launch and the launch of a nuclear-equipped system through the use of both materiel and non-materiel precautions. Some concepts for accomplishing this include the sharing of flight profile, characterization data, basing, and site inspections. Combined war gaming and exercises with Russian participation, as well as the future possibility of placement of Russian military officers into newly established CSM launch squadrons or in a liaison role at USSTRATCOM, would break new ground. In the past, the very idea of Russian participation would have been ruled out by the Cold War US—Soviet relationship. Nevertheless, in the past decade, a variety of productive meetings and workshops with non-official Russian participation—including by retired senior Russian military officers—have occurred.

It could prove more difficult than in the case of Russia, to put in redundant notification mechanisms in China. Neither political nor technical precedents exist, for example, as with the US—Russian president-to-president “hot line,” the US—Russian risk reduction centers, and for that matter the existing agreement to provide notification of ballistic missile launches. The US must consider several mitigations measures for dealing with China. First, discussions with Chinese officials at the same time as discussions with Russia could help to avoid surprises and would be consistent with the overall emphasis on increasing US—China political-security cooperation. As US deployments of the CSM take place, the possibility of open visits by Chinese military officials to the basing locations could be considered as a confidence-building measure. The US and China could also take part in a joint study and analysis regarding strategic miscalculation and mitigation efforts. The development of codes of conduct regarding outer space may strengthen US—China political relationships.

While the CSM concept matures, the US must begin the strategic dialogue with Russia and China. With depressed trajectory flight paths and maneuvering, there is the possibility that the CSM will never have to overfly either country but mitigation measures must still be in place to avoid even the slightest miscalculation that either country is under attack.

Regardless of what the future holds in terms of US—Russia and US—China strategic relationships, they must be strengthened and be mutually beneficial rather than beneficial to just the US. Some of the framework is already in place with Russia but the US must take the lessons learned and apply them towards a cooperative relationship with China, assuming China is willing to cooperate and not compete with the US.

Additional Recommendations

Several areas require further examination. Development of a Concept of Operations (CONOPS) for the CSM by USSTRATCOM or Air Force Global Strike Command (AFGSC) should occur first. This involves implementing a new mindset that utilizes a strategic capability in a non-strategic role. A CONOPS for the CTM was approved by General Cartwright on 19 July 2006 while the only document currently approved for CSM is an enabling concept prepared by AFSPC/A3NO on 10 August 2007. If the US plans to use the CSM as the CPGS solution, USSTRATCOM or AFGSC must develop a CONOPS.

In addition to a CONOPS, the US must establish doctrine for CPGS and the CSM. The CPGS doctrine must define timelines and the capabilities to meet these timelines. CPGS doctrine needs to use language that will clearly differentiate it from current global strike doctrine. This will help in establishing specific design requirements as well as in shaping official perceptions—here in the US and in Russia. Informal and formal ways to do so exist, from reliance on studies undertaken in government “think tanks” to exploration of specific concepts by the Air Force.

A culmination of measures would help ensure that Russian and Chinese political and military officials were not surprised by a US launch of a CPGS weapon. CONOPS, procedures, and mechanisms for shared early warning and US notification of launches—through redundant channels, at multiple levels are essential. As Russia’s early warning system deteriorates, shared early warning and such notifications would take on an even greater importance. However, particularly in the event of actual use, operational security needs to be the driver of the type of notification, its timing, and the level of detail provided.

Concerning domestic considerations, due to the potential for short notice CSM launch operations, normal range clearance and safety procedures may not be adequate. The Air Force, depending on the basing locations, needs to develop new procedures to allow for rapid airspace and launch area clearance as well as procedures to ensure safety of the civilian populace near the launch base or bases. Autonomous flight termination systems on the booster may be able to meet the personnel safety requirement.

Finally, the LLNL KEP warhead proposed for CSM may be an option for the US Ballistic Missile Defense System (BMDS). The current BMDS utilizes an integrated architecture to counter current and emerging threats. One part of this integrated architecture is a series of weapons that include Ground-based interceptors, Patriot Advanced Capability-3 Interceptors, and Standard Missile-3 Sea-based Interceptors. These interceptors are equipped with warheads that use “hit-to-kill” technology (directly hitting the incoming missile to destroy it). The LLNL KEP warhead can disperse thousands of multiple-sized tungsten fragments uniformly over areas up to six acres with a fragment every four square feet. If an incoming missile impacted one of these fragments, it could be disabled. This concept requires additional research.

Conclusion

The US must be prepared to confront a broad set of strategic challenges today while looking toward the future. US—Russia cooperation would help to deter Iran’s attempt to have a nuclear weapon capability and the same could be said with a US—China cooperation in regards to North Korea.

The future of US nuclear deterrence is uncertain. The recent presidential election may have an impact on the future of
the US nuclear weapon stockpile. One thing is certain though; US adversaries will continue to attempt to acquire WMD. A capability gap to deter and respond to these activities currently exists and the CSM can fill this gap. We as a nation understand the issues and requirements that will propel the US into an uncertain future so we must act now and the CSM is a viable solution.
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With the deactivation of the Peacekeeper Intercontinental Ballistic Missile (ICBM) in 2005, the Minuteman III (MM III) weapon system remains as America’s only land based strategic deterrent. Given this unique role, the MM III weapon system is a national treasure. As with any national treasure, great discipline, determination, and dedication marked its creation and has been the hallmark of evolution into the premier strategic weapon system defending America today.

Over the last half-century, a dynamic set of military and industry leaders oversaw the development, deployment, and continued modernization of the land-based ICBM weapon system. Among these early giants was General Bernard A. Schriever. As commander of the Air Research and Development Command, where he established the Western Development Division, he was tasked to lead the group tasked with designing and fielding America’s first ICBM weapon system. He quickly added Dr. Simon Ramo and Dr. Dean Woolridge to the team. The Ramo-Woolridge Corporation (later to be known as TRW) formed the technical nucleus of the systems engineering and technical assistance function and was responsible for the engineering, scientific discipline, and program management skills required defining the development during its infancy. The addition of other industry partners in the development, test, and manufacturing efforts, solidified a revolutionary Air Force and industry collaboration underwriting the unprecedented ICBM mission success story we know today and in turn provided a national deterrent for the rest of the 20th century that will continue well into the 21st century.

After initial success with liquid-fueled Atlas and Titan missiles, the Air Force secured Department of Defense approval in February 1958 for the development of an advanced solid propellant missile known as Project Q. Project Q would eventually become the Minuteman ICBM Program. From its inception, the Minuteman Program was oriented toward mass production of a simple, efficient, and highly survivable ICBM weapon system capable of executing varying types of missions with consistent reliability. Initial Minuteman requirements included a highly reliable, three-stage, solid-propellant missile, capable of remaining on-alert for long periods of time. Specific requirements included capability for underground launch, ability to overcome overpressure from a nuclear blast during launch, and a range of over 5,000 nautical miles.

The traditional practice of sequential development of weapon system elements could not meet the desired operational system dates. Consequently the US Air Force introduced the concept of concurrency in development to meet schedule needs. Under a concurrent program, the interdependent weapons system elements are developed in parallel, each with well-defined interface requirements enabling precisely defined and fabricated components to be combined into an entire weapon system. Use of a single integrator ensuring all interfaces were properly defined and rigidly controlled, proved critical in achieving mission success.

Although concurrent development programs hold the promise of greatly accelerated deployment, they are also susceptible to large schedule slips due to unanticipated subsystem development problems. Schedule risks were minimized by employing a single systems engineering and technical assistance contractor, with multiple associated contractors, each chosen for its specialized expertise. Through a comprehensive risk assessment/management process, where development of specific subsystems was critical or questionable, parallel contracts were executed to competing contractors in order to minimize development risk. Due to the increased programmatic and technical risk associated with a concurrent program, the ICBM development team defined a disciplined test philosophy demonstrating component and subsystem performance at the lowest possible level, insisting that flight testing be performed only after extensive ground testing.

While considering the stringent requirements associated with deploying a system as large and complex as Minuteman, it is inspiring to note that the first launch of Minuteman I (MM I) was achieved in 1961, just three years after design and development go-ahead. Initial operational capability (IOC) occurred in October 1962 during the Cuban missile crisis with the first 10 sorties being declared on-alert. In June 1965, the entire MM I force of 800 missiles was declared fully operational.

The basic characteristics of the Minuteman weapon system have not changed since the first missiles were operationally deployed. However, advances in technology and changes in national policy made it possible to add improvements to the original design.

Minuteman II – A Major Upgrade

In 1962 design and development of Minuteman II (MM II) was initiated, only four years after MM I go-ahead and the same year it reached IOC. Performance improvements associated with MM II included greater range, increased throw weight, multiple target selection, greater penetration capability, and improved accuracy and reliability.

Major new features provided by MM II:
• Improved first-stage motor with increased reliability.
• A single, fixed liquid injection thrust vector control (TVC) nozzle on a larger second-stage motor increased range.
Additional motor improvements provided increased reliability.
An improved guidance system, incorporating semiconductor integrated circuits, and miniaturized discrete electronic parts increased accuracy and reliability.

A penetration aids system (chaff) to mask the warhead during its reentry into an enemy environment.

A larger warhead in the reentry vehicle (RV) to increase probability of kill and damage expectancy.

Within two short years after the start of design and development, MM II embarked on its maiden flight and reached IOC in 1965. In April of 1967, deployment of 200 MMIIIs raised the total Minuteman force to 1,000 missiles on-alert. In October 1967, the first MM I wing transitioned to MM II missiles under the Force Modernization Program. By May 1969, with the Force Modernization Program complete, the Minuteman force stood alert with half the force being the new 500 MMIIIs.

Minuteman III – Another Major Upgrade

In 1966, four years after the MM II go-ahead and a year after MM II reached IOC, design and development of MM III was initiated. Performance improvements associated with MM III included increased flexibility in RV and penetration aids deployment, increased survivability after a nuclear attack, and increased payload capacity.

Major new features provided by MM III:

- A larger third-stage motor with a liquid injection TVC system on the new third-stage motor (similar to the second-stage MM II nozzle) to increase range.
- A reentry system (RS) capable of deploying up to three independently targeted Reentry Vehicles and chaff.
- A new the Propulsion System Rocket Engine, or PSRE (post-boost propulsion system) to increase range and maneuver the RS. This maneuverability allows the RS to be precisely positioned prior to the deployment of its RVs and penetration aids.
- Improved electronics in the guidance system to provide more computer memory and greater accuracy while reducing guidance system vulnerability to a nuclear environment.

Similar to MM II, MM III embarked on its maiden flight two years after the start of design and development in 1968. The first MM IIIs were fielded in late 1970, at which time the system was declared operational. By July 1975, the Minuteman force stood at 450 MMIIIs and 550 MM IIIs on-alert (MM I was deactivated).

Minuteman III Today

The end of the cold war brought many changes to the ICBM world. The MM II weapon system was taken off alert in September 1991 as a cost savings measure. The country anticipated a “peace dividend” due to the end of the Cold War and Presidents George H. W. Bush and Bill Clinton obliged with retiring older weapon systems, which had become more costly to maintain. MM II was completely deactivated by the end of 2005.

The January 2002 Nuclear Posture Review also decided to retire the Peacekeeper ICBM, and by 2005 all 50 Peacekeeper ICBMs which had been deployed in Minuteman silos in 1986 were deactivated leaving only 500 fielded MM IIIs. In 2008, the MM III force structure was further reduced in accordance with the 2005 Quadrennial Defense Review to 450 MM III missiles on-alert when the GTE-Sylvania B-System ground configuration of MM III at Malmstrom AFB, Montana completed deactivation.

Figure 1. Minuteman Evolution.

Figure 2. Minuteman Modernization.
Today the 450 MM III ICBM force is undergoing a major modernization effort. In 1998, an ICBM Industrial Prime Contractor Team lead by Northrop Grumman (previously TRW) entered a 15 year partnership with the US Air Force to sustain and modernize the nation’s ICBM force. This industry/Air Force partnership is currently performing six major modification programs and over 30 smaller modification programs across the entire weapon system. Three major modification programs have been completed and deployed; one on the communications system (Minuteman Minimum Essential Emergency Communications Network) which was successfully completed in 2005, one on the rapid execution and combat targeting which was successfully completed in 2006, and most recently the Guidance Replacement Program which successfully completed in December 2008. Every major ICBM subsystem on the Minuteman air vehicle, except the RS/RV subsystem, and much of the ground subsystem including communications network and security subsystems will be replaced, upgraded, or refurbished when these modernization efforts are complete in 2012. Although some items may require additional actions, it is anticipated that the current modernization efforts will extend the life of the MM III ICBM force to 2030.”

**Minuteman’s Future**

While current modernization efforts will help to provide a reliable weapon system through 2030, the defense community needs to consider our nation’s need for a land based strategic deterrent beyond that timeframe. Extending the life of MM III through continuing modernization programs seems feasible as long as the basic capabilities of the system meet the needs of the warfighter. Additionally, sustainment and modification efforts lend directly in retaining an industrial base with the intellectual capital by which ensure viability of the weapon system. Replacing MM III with a follow-on system would require significant investment; however, it may be in the nation’s best interest if future needs dictate additional payload, range, or accuracy. The successful track record of current modernization efforts may present the most reasonable and affordable alternative.

The fact that this weapon system has been on-alert since 1970 is a testament to not only the men and women who have operated, maintained, and secured the Minuteman force, but also the Air Force Materiel Command and ICBM industry team who have ensured it remains a credible deterrent force through continuous sustainment and modernization.
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INTERVIEW

Sturdevant: Thank you, Colonel Hale, for consenting to this interview, which will cover only a portion of your active duty career. Specifically, I would like to discuss your involvement with the Minuteman Intercontinental Ballistic Missile (ICBM) program.

Hale: Let me start with the caveat and disclaimer that these events I am describing occurred 50 years or so ago. Although my answers are based on my recollections and not on notes or documents, I do think that they are fundamentally correct.

Sturdevant: Sir, when did you first become acquainted with the concept of a solid-propellant ICBM?

Hale: When Ed Hall joined the Thor program as its director, he had an extensive background as a propulsion man, both at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio and at WDD where he was the head of the rocket branch. He talked to me, and others, about the potential of solid propellants to respond with shorter response times and to be simpler. Although there were drawbacks to liquid propellant motors, they did have the capability to deliver the large weights associated with the warheads available at that time and consequently the three major ballistic missiles were all liquid.

Even though Thor was being developed and built with production money, there was an accompanying amount of research and development money, which was not needed. So Ed Hall decided that he would give the money (I don’t know how he did it) to the propulsion people at Wright-Patterson [AFB] to work on the problems associated with using solids, particularly in large missiles. Among the problems were the composition and casting of large motors, increasing the specific impulse, the ignition of the motors and maintenance of uniform burning without burning through the casing, control of the thrust vector, and shut down at the correct time. These were all problems that needed solving if there was to be a solid ICBM. The work went on in the background while Ed was running the Thor program.

Sturdevant: How important was Col Ed Hall to conception and acceptance of the Minuteman development program?

Hale: There would not have been a Minuteman program without Ed Hall. He developed the concept, which he originally named No-Man Minuteman, to overcome the disadvantages associated
with liquid propellant missiles then in development, namely cost, complexity, and delayed launch time.

At this time, Ed was no longer on the Thor program. Apparently he and General Bruce Medaris of Redstone Arsenal had an earlier history together; they were not fond of each other and apparently Medaris made his feelings known to General Bernard A. Shriever that Ed was not welcome at Huntsville, Alabama. I recall that was before Ed left the Thor program. I was sent to Alabama to work with the Army and Ed stayed in Los Angeles. I am convinced that Medaris had a lot to do with Ed being removed from Thor (replaced by Richard Jacobsen) and given a made-up job to study the “possibility of using solid upper stages along with liquid stages” and not to develop a solid ICBM system. My theory as to Medaris’ or some other outside influence on Ed’s removal is supported by the fact that when I went to Colonel [Charles H.] Terhune, [Shriever’s deputy], and asked if I might go with Ed, I was told that I was needed on Thor and that there wasn’t a significant job with Ed, that I would not be helping my career by going with him.

However, Ed quickly decided that he was going to exploit the work that had been done to improve the solid rockets and develop a complete weapon system using solid motors.

**Sturdevant:** What advantages did the Minuteman have over the Atlas or Titan ICBMs?

**Hale:** The existing ICBM systems and the missiles themselves were complex and expensive with costs compounded by the number of people required to maintain and service them. People were expensive; every position that required 24 hour manning required five people to man it when allowances were made for normal shifts, leave, and sickness. These five people required supervisors and support people to pay, feed, and house them; the support people also needed support people and so on. Ed told me that when he passed the oil refineries in Torrance, California on his way to work each day, he was impressed by the lack of people present in the complex. His objective was to reduce the number of people required, thus the original name, No-Man Minuteman.

Ed also thought of the Minuteman missile as a “wooden missile” with no moving parts that required no maintenance, was cheap, so cheap that reliability was not a prime consideration. After all, our national policy, and rightly so, was to accept the first strike before responding. Thus our missiles were serving as targets for the enemy forces, which meant that the reliability of a destroyed missile was moot. However, there had to be enough functioning missiles remaining to respond. Thus the emphasis was on large numbers of inexpensive missiles with sufficient survivability and reliability to accomplish the mission and to serve as a deterrent. Since multiple missiles were needed to ensure the destruction of one of our silos, the enemy had to build and launch more missiles than there were targets. In fact, at one time Ed toyed with the idea of building empty silos and moving missiles in and out but rejected it as being more complicated and expensive than simply putting a missile in each silo. We joked about not building missiles, only targets.

I also would like to discuss the sizing of the missile. I used to give a talk entitled “The Non-Technical Aspects of the Minuteman Missile Design” that dealt with the details of how the external configuration was accomplished. Keep in mind that one of Ed Hall’s major objectives was to keep the number of people associated with the system to a minimum. He wanted to move the missile on roads and highways without escort and without special permits or authorizations, which was not the case with the Atlas and Titan missiles. To do so placed limitations on the weight, diameter, and length of the missile transporter combination. As far as weight was concerned, the maximum allowable weight per axle for most states was 13,000 lbs. Consequently, seven axles, to include those of the tractor vehicle, would allow the missile-transporter to weigh 91,000 lbs. If the diameter of the transporter/missile combination was held to a maximum of 10 feet, warning vehicles fore and/or aft would not be required. Finally, it would be desirable to keep the overall length of the transporter below 100 feet to facilitate turning corners in passing through towns on the way from the assembly areas (manufacturing facilities) to the launch sites. This logic and
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The existing ICBM systems and the missiles themselves were complex and expensive with costs compounded by the number of people required to maintain and service them. People were expensive; every position that required 24 hour manning required five people to man it when allowances were made for normal shifts, leave, and sickness.
conclusions were examined in detail and confirmed in a study that was conducted by Beech Aircraft in Wichita, [Kansas], as soon as money became available. I am not sure what we did to handle the movement of the rocket motors, which obviously contained explosives.

Sturdevant: What were your responsibilities as the first plans-and-programs officer for Minuteman ICBM development?

Hale: Prior to the day when Ed Hall tagged along with the other system directors to Washington and the Minuteman was approved by [General] Curtis LeMay and Don Quarles, there was no program nor program office. Once the program was approved, I somehow was transferred to work for Ed as his assistant (deputy); the details are fuzzy and unimportant. There was no deputy at that time; I don’t think that there was even a position. Then I was officially designated as his deputy, a position I had become accustomed to.

Sturdevant: How and why did you become deputy program manager for Minuteman?

Hale: Originally, there were, I believe, only two captains working for Ed. After the Minuteman program was approved, we set up a standard organization with two branches (Missiles and Ground Support Equipment) with two lieutenant colonels as branch chiefs, Dick Hemsley and Frank Bagby; I was deputy director and was the junior lieutenant colonel of the three. At a later time before I left the program, Ed was transferred to Paris, [France], to the Mutual Weapons Development Team and Col Otto Glasser was appointed the director of WS-315A [Thor]. Otto was the director of the Atlas program and was not free to drop his program duties at that time and move to the Minuteman program. Otto was Minuteman director in name only and we did not see him for a considerable period of time. (I am not sure but I am under the impression that it was three months.) I called the three lieutenant colonels the “troika,” and we ran the program until Otto moved into his office. Although I was the junior lieutenant colonel, with the approval of the other members of the troika and their input I represented the program as director, which is another story.

Sturdevant: I would like to hear that story, if you feel comfortable sharing it.

Hale: My being the junior lieutenant colonel and acting as the director did not bother Dick Hemsley or Frank Bagby as they had enough on their plates, were enjoying their jobs, and had no desire to be the deputy director, which involved another set of problems. It did bother some other people, however, one of Terhune’s assistants in particular, a somewhat senior colonel, who was not happy dealing with a junior officer such as me. After all of these years I am still under the impression that he complained to Terhune who apparently told him that since no one else had any problems with me, that he should accept me. The word got around that it was all right for me to represent the program in Glasser’s absence. Incidentally, I was impressed by Otto Glasser’s acceptance of the situation; he left me completely alone until he could devote full time to Minuteman. During this intervening period I do not recall a single conversation with him, which I think I appreciated even though it might have been nice to have had someone to talk with. However, I did have Dick and Frank; we got together often to bring up and discuss problems.

Sturdevant: Can you describe the challenges—for example, financial, technical, managerial—that confronted the Minuteman program and how your team addressed them?

Hale: The first thing that we needed to do was to obtain the support and backing of others. Although the program had been approved in principle, there were still folks with doubts and many details to be worked out. I remember presenting the program to the Weapons System Evaluation Group (WSEG), a group of civilian consultants and advisors to the Department of Defense who had not had the opportunity to be briefed on Minuteman before its approval. I remember them as an interested, obviously competent, group of engineers and scientists who had many questions. I remember two questions in particular. The first had to do with the survivability of the missiles in the silos. I was asked what overpressure could be tolerated and I answered 200 pounds per square inch. (It has been a long time and that may not be the correct answer.) One of the members asked me if we were certain. I said “Of course not. But then the Russians could not be certain either or take the chance that we were wrong.” Later in the program, there were instrumented tests of silos lined with square gin bottles to try to determine overpressures.

One other question from WSEG pertained to the warhead...
yield since the allowable warhead weight for a solid was less than that for a liquid. I told them that it was estimated to be about 100 kilotons. That caused a bit of a stir since we were talking about 5 megatons for the liquid ICBMs and they thought it was too small. I told them that I had been at Eniwetok in 1958 for the three Sandstone tests as a member of the Blast Measurements Group and was greatly impressed by 20 kilotons and did not think that 100 kilotons was small. In any event, we received the blessing of WSEG.

As for the other challenges, we somehow met them; I don’t remember exactly how, but we had no real problems. We had good contractors and good staff, and we met often to anticipate and forestall problems before they could grow out of control. I know that in the system office, we managed Boeing and the major problems and tried to leave the details to the supporting contractors.

Sturdevant: Were you still with the Minuteman program when the first tethered test was conducted in September 1959 and, if so, did you witness the test?

Hale: No, I had left WDD in the summer of 1959 to return to MIT for a doctor of science degree in aeronautics and astronautics. I had been selected to attend the Air War College as a lieutenant colonel but opted out for MIT.

As far as the “tethered” test is concerned, I believe you are talking about the launch of a partially loaded test missile from a silo, designed to burnout shortly after launch and fastened to a chain to prevent it from straying. It was an important test since a “hot” launch from a silo was essential to keeping the Minuteman simple. There were critics who did not think it was possible without escape vents, etcetera, and the diameter of the silo was a major factor in keeping the cost down.

We had some studies that indicated we could live with a silo diameter of less than 24 feet or so but, obviously, the smaller the better. Ed and I sat in his office one day to decide what the original test size should be. If launch was not possible, we would increase the diameter until it was. We needed a starting number. I recall Ed saying “How about doubling the diameter of the first stage?” which was 5.5 feet so that the hole diameter would be 11 feet. I was silent for awhile, a pregnant pause, until Ed asked what the problem was. I replied that I did not object per se but that I did not like odd numbers. Ed confessed that he did not either, so we went with 12 feet as the starting diameter. Over the years I wondered what the tests revealed, but the results were classified and I was at MIT. Then later, I asked someone working on Minuteman III or so, what the silo diameter was. He said “12 feet but I wish the guys who picked that number had gone larger as we have to work hard to stay that small.”

Sturdevant: What was the status of the Minuteman ICBM when you left the program?

Hale: I do not remember exactly what the status was other than that the program was on schedule and progressing well.
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Ten years ago, as a newly qualified junior officer, I received my first annual report. Today the only bit of that report I remember is the phrase ‘with his degree in astrophysics Smith would be well suited to a tour at Fylingdales.’ My first thought on reading this line was ‘where on earth is Fylingdales?’ Once I had discovered that Royal Air Force (RAF) Fylingdales was on the remote North Yorkshire Moors, my next thought was ‘what had I done wrong to deserve such a recommendation?’ I then proceeded to wriggle and connive to secure myself a posting somewhere, in fact anywhere, other than Fylingdales. Fast-forward 10 years and I now find myself as the operations executive officer for RAF Fylingdales.

Today, a brand new officer receiving a recommendation to be posted to RAF Fylingdales or the United Kingdom’s (UK’s) Space Operations Coordination Centre (SpOCC) should, unlike me 10 years ago, be thinking: ‘excellent, I can get posted into a challenging job that will expand my horizons far more than many other jobs could.’ In particular, the job of the operations executive officer is extremely challenging and you have to be an operator and a staff officer dealing with issues ranging from personnel through to operational test and evaluation, via international and inter-agency liaison.

Things have changed significantly in the last 10 years and, when offered a posting to RAF Fylingdales in 2007, I jumped at the chance. I am sure that most readers of this publication know that RAF Fylingdales is part of the Ballistic Missile Early Warning System (BMEWS). I am also sure that for most readers that is where the familiarity ends.

So where is RAF Fylingdales and what does it do? RAF Fylingdales is located within the North Yorkshire Moors National Park between the towns of Pickering and Whitby. The first missile warning radar was placed on Fylingdales Moor in 1963 as a result of a 1960 Memorandum of Understanding between the UK and the US.

The system operated successfully until it was replaced in 1991 by the AN/FPS-123 (land-based radar) housed within the Solid State Phased Array Radar building. With three faces providing 360-degree coverage, Fylingdales is unique within the BMEWS. The third face was originally required to provide warning of submarine-launched ballistic missiles originating from the North Atlantic.

In September 2007, in accordance with the UK’s agreement to support US missile defense activities, the AN/FPS-123 was replaced by the AN/FPS-132 system. Although externally indistinguishable from the AN/FPS-123, the latest radar is a completely new system and a step change from ‘the Legacy’, as the old system is called by the operations crews. As well as delivering a system that is capable of fulfilling the missile warning and space surveillance missions, the capability to support missile defense was added. Whilst the US paid for the capital costs of the radar equipment, the UK is responsible for its operation and maintenance; the total annual cost to the UK of running RAF Fylingdales is around £20 million per annum.

Another unique aspect of RAF Fylingdales is its dual com-
mand and control chain. Fylingdales is a RAF station manned and operated by RAF personnel performing both US and UK missions. The US missions are missile warning for the continental US, contributing to the space surveillance network and, when directed, supporting missile defense. The UK missions are missile warning for the UK, space surveillance in support of UK interests, and acting as a fallback facility for the UK SpOCC. At the tactical level, the station reports jointly to both the UK SpOCC and the US Joint Space Operations Centre. Administratively the station is commanded by the RAF’s Headquarters Air Command, but for the organise, train, and equip functions the station reports jointly to both RAF’s Air Command and the US Air Force’s 21st Space Wing. Due to our unique status, both command formations have an equal vote and the radar cannot be released for any activities until both UK and US command and control agencies concur.

This joint command structure creates many opportunities for the exchange of best practice and there are regular meetings between the various UK and US command and operational staffs. However, there is an issue of scale: Air Force Space Command (AFSPC) is approximately 40,000 personnel strong, which is roughly the size of the entire RAF. As a result, the RAF broadly tends to adopt US space doctrine unless there is an overwhelming need to address a UK-specific national requirement. This is actually extremely positive because UK and US personnel can easily relate to each other doctrinally and, in practice, we have an excellent two-way flow of ideas.

In order to simultaneously support all of the UK and US missions, a RAF Fylingdales operations crew consists of five personnel, supported by two military communications personnel, a civilian space track analyst and five civilian engineering staff. The operations crew consist of a crew commander, a crew chief, a console supervisor, a missile warning console operator (MWCO) and a space surveillance console operator (SSCO). In a missile warning scenario, the MWCO will pass data to the US using voice communications, the SSCO will do the same to the UK SpOCC and both operators will be supervised by the console supervisor. The crew commander is responsible for site report declarations, system management, and overall crew management. The crew chief acts as the crew commander’s deputy and is also responsible for the management of all communications and, when required, producing satellite warning outputs.

One of the greatest strengths of the station is the invaluable support provided by the civilian staff many of whom have years of BMEWS experience. In particular, the SERCO space track analysts are an invaluable resource and provide the UK with the capability to conduct our own analysis. The individuals are extremely knowledgeable and, in most cases, have decades of experience.

The RAF does not have a specialist space career field to fulfil these roles and officers at RAF Fylingdales are predominately drawn from the aerospace battle management career field; enlisted personnel are drawn from the aerospace operator career field. The RAF is diversifying the personnel who can be posted to Fylingdales and an air traffic control officer recently qualified as a crew commander. Due to their diverse backgrounds, personnel posted to Fylingdales undergo a 10-week training course; this is the equivalent to initial qualification training, unit qualification training, and re-qualification training under the US system. Upon successful completion of the course, personnel are declared combat ready and join one of the five operational crews.

… the RAF broadly tends to adopt US space doctrine unless there is an overwhelming need to address a UK-specific national requirement. This is actually extremely positive because UK and US personnel can easily relate to each other doctrinally and, in practice, we have an excellent two-way flow of ideas.
One of the biggest space issues for the RAF is recognising, training, and nurturing space-aware personnel and recently there has been significant movement towards developing a space cadre. This space cadre is unlikely to become a separate career field, rather it will be a group of specialists from disparate fields who could be called upon to meet the unique requirements of space operations.

To conduct the training, Fylingdales has a training section filled by formally qualified instructors and is more akin to the schoolhouse at Vandenberg AFB, California than the kind of training section which would be found at a USAF-manned BMESWS site. The training staff also administers and monitors crew continuation training. The station also has its own dedicated evaluation staff who, in the interests of impartiality, belong to support squadron rather than operations squadron. As personnel at Fylingdales belong to the RAF, we have our own training and evaluation procedure to follow. Whilst the style and rationale of the training may differ from that provided within the US, the required output standard has been agreed by both the UK and the US, and is reviewed and monitored by both parties on a regular basis.

One of the biggest space issues for the RAF is recognising, training, and nurturing space-aware personnel and recently there has been significant movement towards developing a space cadre. This space cadre is unlikely to become a separate career field, rather it will be a group of specialists from disparate fields who could be called upon to meet the unique requirements of space operations. The RAF’s aspiration would be for a career manager, when looking to fill a particular post, to be able to search a database to identify suitable candidates. At present, this is not something that can be accomplished when looking to fill space-related posts.

As part of our drive to improve the visibility and operational experience of the RAF’s space professionals, the previously-mentioned SpOCC was recently established. The SpOCC was created by re-brigading the UK Missile Warning Centre at RAF High Wycombe together with the Space Information Office that was formerly based at Fylingdales. The new organization is based in a newly refurbished facility at RAF High Wycombe and is now the single RAF point of contact for operational space issues. The SpOCC can provide data on space weather, global positioning system predictions, space surveillance data, and other intelligence information. Functionally, the aspiration is for the SpOCC to fulfil many of the same roles as the Joint Space Operations Center (JSPOC); however, the total strength of the SpOCC is only 15 officers and Airmen at present, so a great deal of expectation management has been required. Currently, the SpOCC is working hard to solidify its customer base and is beginning to establish connections with the JSPOC.

To return to my first annual report, I would have to say that it was correct and that I am well suited to a tour at Fylingdales. I have found that, rather than the dull, dead-end posting that I dreaded 10 years ago, I have worked in an extremely busy and challenging environment. In fact, Fylingdales is an extremely popular posting and for some positions there is even a waiting list. To summarize, the RAF has an extremely professional cadre of space professionals who are well trained and motivated, and deliver outstanding results. Put another way, we may be much smaller than AFSPC, but we are perfectly formed!
Reader’s Rebuttal

Space Assurance for the 21st Century

Col James D. Rendleman, USAF, retired
Space Law, Policy, and Strategy Contributor
Colorado Springs, Colorado

This article responds to various articles presented in the November 2008 issue of High Frontier that address analytical frameworks for delivering space protection or assurance. It argues for a new strategic framework—that the foundations of assuring national space capabilities should be based on four pillars: global engagement, awareness, deterrence and defense, and responsive infrastructure.

Four Pillars of Space Assurance

The complete mix of civil, military, and national and multinational commercial space capabilities are important enablers for successful 21st century militaries, economies, information transfer, diplomatic communication and collaboration. Given their importance, capabilities presented by US and friendly space systems must be protected so they can continue for the short and long term. Protecting space systems must also involve more than just deterring, defending against and defeating adversaries seeking to neutralize, disable, or destroy them; we must encourage the global space community to operate in a manner conducive to safe space operations by all members. This strategy must also be flexible enough to address orbital debris issues and other matters such as spectrum management, safe spacelift, and deorbit operations.

In crafting a new strategy to protect US and friendly space capabilities, one should distill the various deterrence, protection, and assurance frameworks that have been presented in recent years to their essential elements.

In 2006, General Kevin P. Chilton, then commander of Air Force Space Command, posited a “new triad” for strategic deterrence consisting of “offensive capabilities, defensive capabilities, and a responsive defense infrastructure, all enabled by persistent global command and control, intelligence and planning systems…” Later, as commander, United States Strategic Command, the general stated the foundations for this new triad arose out of the 2001 Nuclear Posture Review. In other forums the general has argued the importance of securing the space domain and the need to improve space situational awareness capabilities to satisfy that need. He has argued: “We must—and we will—be prepared to deter, dissuade, and if necessary, defeat any adversary that seeks to deny us the ultimate high ground of space.”

In another framework, Maj Carl M. Jones, USAF, argues the triad for space protection should consist of space situational awareness (SSA), offensive counterspace, and joint warfighting space.

Mr. Samuel Black of The Henry L. Stimson Center, suggest ed in the November 2008 issue of High Frontier there is still yet another three-component construct (triad?) to achieve space assurance, one consisting of effective diplomacy, defensive measures to make satellites harder to attack, and offensive hedges. Mr. Black places great trust and reliance on “space diplomacy” to achieve “assurance.” His approach retains defense tasks but discounts offensive hedge components (in space, but not other retaliatory schemes).

Mr. Black’s top-level formulation of the objectives of a space strategy as “space assurance” is compelling. He argues, “A space assurance strategy strives to ensure that the president, US armed forces, and US citizens, allies and friends can call upon space assets when needed.” The space assurance strategic formulation appears to apply whether the threats come from adversaries; well-meaning, space-faring states, or just the environment. General Chilton and Major Jones both stress the importance of SSA and responsive military capabilities to securing US access to the space domain. However, their deterrence frameworks for strategic defense and space protection need to be augmented with Black’s diplomatic measures. This would provide a more comprehensive approach to accomplishing strategic space assurance objectives and respond to threats that arise from more than state or non-state actors.

Considering the various formulations posed by Chilton, Jones, and Black, it seems a comprehensive strategy to assure US and friendly space systems that space capabilities must depend on four elements, or pillars: global engagement, space situational awareness, deterrence and defense, and responsive infrastructure.

Global Engagement

The United States’ approach to securing and protecting the space domain has been and will continue to be rooted in rational policy making and international law. US law and policy place great emphasis on diplomacy and international engagement; it is a centuries-old practice that has secured borders, enhanced commerce, and resolved disputes. Assuming adversaries (and friends) pay heed to customary and treaty-based provisions of international law, the approach affords members of the global space community some measure of confidence they can all have assured access to space. Some acts in space are prohibited (e.g., no weapons of mass destruction [WMD] on orbit), but there are relatively few restrictions on the use of space for military or other purposes.

With minimal international law restrictions, smart decision making is needed to operate safely and securely in this environment. The complete span of international legal, policy, diplomacy and international engagement implications should therefore be fully considered when planning for and executing space assurance activities. The United States has done this for decades; it has applied experience and wisdom to address threats posed by anti-satellite (ASAT) systems and other activities in space.
According to Dr. Nancy Gallagher, with the Center for International and Security Studies at Maryland, mutual informal reciprocal ASAT restraint was exercised by the United States and Soviet Union through the mid-1970s. The US strategic calculus through that time was that the “US gained both relative and absolute advantages from vulnerable satellites.” US capabilities were more advanced than those of the USSR, and those capabilities were more important to the US than the Soviet satellite capabilities were to the USSR. US policy makers determined that space systems primary uses also stabilized deterrence and supported arms control policy ends. They believed a vigorous US anti-satellite program would more likely stimulate Soviet anti-satellite efforts than dissuade or deter them. So developing and retaining a rudimentary ASAT capability only served as a “deterrent, hedge, bargaining chip, and/or domestic compromise.”

Eventually, Dr. Gallagher observes, the informal restraint became increasingly untenable. There was military pressure and support for developing ASAT technology, to prepare to fight in a contested domain, as some believed that eventually space technology would evolve and satellites would become vulnerable to direct attack and inadvertent interference. Politically, a further imperative to develop the technology was based on the fear that the other side wanted “space for war-fighting, not deterrence.”

Dr. Gallagher argues technology developments eventually out-ran the political attempts to control ASAT weapons and negotiate a formal ban. Ambiguity over a definition of a space weapon also made such arms control efforts impractical or extremely difficult to achieve. Eventually, the United States and Soviet Union both developed ASAT capabilities.

The Soviets developed and deployed its own ASAT, a co-orbital shotgun-type, non-nuclear system during the 1970s and 1980s. The Soviet ASAT used a “hot-metal kill” weapon which involved setting off an explosion in the vicinity of a target satellite; this explosion produced a spherical cloud of shredded metal expanding in all directions. The use of a high-explosive warhead, as opposed to nuclear, circumvented the proscriptions against nuclear and WMD devices contained in the Outer Space Treaty. By 1986 the Soviets had performed some twenty tests of the system. The USSR developed other ASAT capabilities, or potential capabilities, including direct ascent and ground-based laser weapons. Direct ascent weapons were said to include the Galosh anti-ballistic missile and even intercontinental ballistic missiles outfitted with nuclear warheads to destroy US satellites beyond low earth orbit, even to geosynchronous orbits. Two ground-based lasers at the USSR’s Sary Shagan missile test center were described as capable of space missions.

The initial US operational ASAT system was Project 437. It used a nuclear-tipped weapon launched on a Thor missile. The Project 437 system was declared operational in 1964; it was deactivated in 1975. When considering the effects of nuclear explosions on friendly satellites and Project 437’s inability to deal with the “threat” from the increasing number of Soviet satellites, US policymakers directed research into non-nuclear ASAT options. During the early 1980s the US responded to the Soviet co-orbital, non-nuclear system with an F-15 launched ASAT interceptor program. Senior congressional leaders argued that significant debris arose from testing the system, so funding for this program was dramatically constrained and a moratorium on tests was imposed in 1985. Congress was also unconvinced of the system’s deterrent value; some suggest these congressional leaders may have also been influenced by a Soviet initiative to ban weapons in space and a new moratorium on testing by the Soviets of their ASAT system. The F-15 ASAT program was canceled in 1988.

The informal, pragmatic and mutual USSR/Russian/US moratorium on on-orbit ASAT tests held firm for many years, but a new and rising competitor in the space community, the Peoples Republic of China (PRC), swept away this balance with its 2007 intercept.

The Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, Including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies, 1967, or the Outer Space Treaty as the treaty is informally known, forms the basis for much of international space law. The treaty was entered into during a period of time where US policy makers observed the space domain offered unique benefits for both the military and political dimensions of the Cold War security strategy. Space provided high priority access for reconnaissance satellites to see behind the iron curtain for threat assessment, arms, early warning, and other purposes. Developing space scientific and communications satellites could also demonstrate US leadership in sharing the benefits of “peaceful space technology.” There were other pragmatic reason for agreeing to the Outer Space Treaty—space could not be controlled then through military means. Initially, intelligence satellites orbited the earth too high to intercept or “shoot down,” and their use could only be precluded through other means.

The Outer Space Treaty provides that international law applies to space (including Article 51 of the United Nations Charter confirming national right to self-defense and, also importantly, the laws of armed conflict); space is not subject to national appropriation; it is to be used for peaceful purposes with due regard for all; nations may not station or orbit in space or on celestial bodies (including the moon) any objects carrying nuclear weapons or any other WMD; and the stationing of troops or creation of military installations on the moon and other celestial bodies is prohibited. As a signatory to the Outer Space Treaty, the United States supported freedom of access to space by all space venturing powers, agreeing to treaty language that provides: “Outer space … shall be free for exploration and use by all States without discrimination of any kind…”

Treaties, conventions, and agreements help regularize space activities and, as such, help protect the capabilities of the systems that have been or are about to be placed on orbit. Bi-lateral and multi-lateral arms control treaties preserve some of the sanctuary aspects of space by prohibiting “interference” with “national technical means” (such as missile warning and reconnaissance satellites) used to verify treaty compliance. Confidence-building procedures have improved opportunities for transparency between potential adversaries, perhaps improving dialogue that can prevent a dispute from evolving into armed conflict or to
a nuclear catastrophe. Other treaties and conventions address frequency spectrum management.22

Engagement has been helpful, though problematic; there is an element of risk in relying solely on it to assure access to space capabilities. Enforcement mechanisms for violating treaties and agreements relating to space are rather limited. There are no specific enforcement mechanisms in place to address violations of the Outer Space Treaty, and this increases the risk of depending on such documents and handshakes to protect or assure access to space. Violations of treaties and other agreements should nominally be responded to through economic means and diplomatic consultation and, if necessary, other sanctions, assuming a nation or some part of the global community agree to them.

The PRC is a signatory to the Outer Space Treaty, but this did not prevent it from executing the ASAT intercept that left thousands of pieces of space debris on orbit, many of which will be creating a hazard to low earth orbiting space systems for well over a hundred years. The PRC initially denied its involvement in the event. The former chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Peter Pace, “commented that China’s senior military leaders still refuse to disclose any details about their recent test.”23 The Chinese test was “part of a broader effort to mature direct-ascent ASAT capability and to develop a spectrum of counterspace capabilities.”24

Interestingly, the PRC has argued for years for a new treaty for the Prevention of an Arms Race in Outer Space (PAROS) that would ban or eliminate space-based weapons.25 The Outer Space Treaty does not by its terms prohibit tests of the type performed by the PRC, nor does the proposed new treaty. The Outer Space Treaty does, however, provide in Article IX for consultation “[i]f a State Party to the Treaty has reason to believe that an activity or experiment planned by it or its nationals in outer space … would cause potentially harmful interference with activities of other States Parties in the peaceful exploration and use of outer space …, it shall undertake appropriate international consultations before proceeding.”26 The PRC undertook no such consultations. The unfortunate consequence of PRC ASAT intercept is that it has forced the International Space Station and other orbiting platforms to expend precious propellant resources to execute maneuvers to avoid the debris left behind.

Still, there is considerable global interest in continued negotiation of space weaponization issues.27 Some space arms control proponents clamor for the “negotiation of a code of conduct between space-faring nations to prevent incidents and dangerous military activities in space. Key activities to be covered under such a code of conduct include avoiding collisions and dangerous maneuvers in space; creating special caution and safety areas around satellites; developing safer traffic management practices; prohibiting antisatellite tests in space; providing reassurance through information exchanges, transparency and notification measures; and adopting more stringent space debris mitigation measures.”28

It remains to be seen whether these on-going efforts will ever result in an agreement with terms that further enhance US national space assurance and other policy interests. Nevertheless, diplomacy has been and will continue to be a vital component of the US strategy to secure space systems.

Awareness

The challenge to protect US space assets does not begin and end dealing with hostile state and non-state actors. Mankind’s destruction of the space environment itself also poses significant threats. The creation of orbital debris is a risk significantly exacerbated by 50-plus years of unsafe or irresponsible design and operation of space systems. The number of man-made objects and space debris being tracked by the US Air Force is growing at an alarming rate. Velocities for space objects are significant, so even small objects, some as small as a paint chip, can impart significant damage to space systems they impact. The Hubbell Space Telescope looks a bit like a stop sign shot-up by locals on an old country road. Liquid propellant tanks, if left unvented, can explode years after a satellite’s last operation, throwing thousands of objects into its satellite’s or upper stage’s orbital plane. These threats must be monitored.

SSA, the ability to monitor and predict threats in space, is essential to mission success and protection of space assets.29 According to Joint Publication 3-14, Joint Doctrine for Space Operations:

> Situational awareness is fundamental to the ability to conduct the space control mission. It requires: robust space surveillance for continual awareness of orbiting objects; real-time search and targeting-quality information; threat detection, identification, and location; predictive intelligence analysis of foreign space capability and intent in a geopolitical context; and a global reporting capability for friendly space systems.30

SSA enables a space power to “detect, identify, assess, and track space objects and events to support space operations. The awareness is also critical to space support operations, such as placing satellites in orbit,”31 or performing anomaly or recovery operations.

A key component of establishing SSA is space surveillance. Space-faring nations can use their awareness to avoid space hazards, or advise other nations on their dangers and perhaps on the means and ways to avoid producing them. Space surveillance is the “observation of space and of the activities occurring in space.”32 Surveillance tasks are accomplished through a variety ground and space-based radar and electro-optical sensors. Surveillance enables deterrence and defense activities against man-made and environmental threats. It provides “continual
awareness of orbiting objects; real-time search and targeting-quality information; threat detection, identification, and location; predictive intelligence analysis of foreign space capability and intent in a geopolitical context; and a global reporting capability for friendly space systems.”33

In support of efforts to enhance global understanding of the space debris challenge, the US has been working to expand efforts to provide orbital data through the Commercial and Foreign Entities program. “The Air Force operates the world’s most capable space surveillance network, and commercial and other satellite operators have long relied on the service for information in order to reduce the chances of collisions with other spacecraft or orbital debris.”34 The SSA issue is important enough that commercial satellite operators are laying the “groundwork” for a process by which they “can share data previously deemed competition sensitive to avoid costly mishaps.”35

The ability to differentiate between purposeful attacks and natural environmental hazards reduces potential for misperception or miscalculation. Furthermore, effective deterrence and defense (another pillar of achieving space assurance, discussed below) is strengthened if SSA can show the nature and origins of any attempted attack or threat to a system’s space, terrestrial, or communications links.36

Deterrence and Defense

Space-based capabilities (precision navigation and timing, battlefield and battlespace characterization, missile warning and defense, weather, communications, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance) enable the US and its allies to efficiently and effectively reach out, shape, support and control events in any part of the globe. Unfortunately, taking down these same space capabilities offers a means by which adversaries can eliminate this significant asymmetric advantage. The strategic deterrence logic of the past does not fully apply to new threats, and we cannot wholly depend on current capabilities, or the pillars of engagement and awareness, to deter them.

According to Austin Long in RAND’s Deterrence from Cold War to Long War, “A widely used definition of deterrence is the manipulation of an adversary’s estimation of the cost/benefit calculation of taking a given action.”37 A deterrence strategy seeks to “persuade an adversary by the threat of force (and other measures) not to pursue an undesirable course of action.”38 Deterrence has failed throughout strategic history—“because the object of deterring measures fails to notice them, does not find the measures credible, or is pursuing an agenda sufficiently important enough to its interests that it is prepared to ignore the deterrence attempt.”39 So deterrence policies and approaches are not enough—defenses must also be deployed. The deterrence and defense concepts are inexorably linked to each other. “Defenses offer protection, while deterrence threatens punishment. Defenses can succeed whether the enemy believes in them or not.”40

Deterrence worked throughout the Cold War; the Soviet Union was powerful but it was also an intensely rational adversary (albeit hobbled with economic inefficiency inherent in its imposed Marxist-Leninist theologies). It was also open to and reciprocated US diplomatic engagement overtures. In contrast, new adversaries and their rogue leaders often are now more risk prone, or perhaps deliberately reckless. They know full-well the importance of space capabilities to military and economic success. These leaders see that attacking and disrupting US space capabilities presents a significant opportunity to deny US national objectives, to retain or expand their power, and to compensate for their own lack of conventional strength. Further, attacks on space systems can be performed through terrorist proxies, through third parties, or through covert acts that offer the perpetrators plausible deniability for damage inflicted.

As observed by retired Congressman Terry Everett (R-AL), in a Fall 2007 article written for Strategic Studies Quarterly: …In the past few years, we have seen a handful of global positioning system (GPS) and increasing numbers of satellite communications (SATCOM) jamming incidents. In the early stages of Operation Iraqi Freedom, US forces encountered a GPS jamming situation. In this case, precision munitions were used to hit these jamming sources, which allowed our forces to quickly resume operations. We have seen several SATCOM jamming incidents, including Iranian jamming of a US satellite from Cuba in July 2003; ongoing jamming by Iran against PanAmSat Corporation, Asia Satellite Telecommunications Co. Ltd.; Arab Satellite Communications Organization, and Eutelsat S.A. from June 1997 to July 2005; and Libyan jamming of two international SATCOM systems in December 2005. Last fall it was reported that a Chinese ground based laser illuminated a National Reconnaissance Office intelligence-gathering satellite. What is most troubling is that these attacks are coming during a period of widespread use of GPS, satellite communications, and space-based imagery.

…[T]here is a spectrum of potential threat capabilities looming on the horizon to include electronic jamming, low-power laser blinding, high-energy lasers, microsatellites, direct-ascent ASATs, cyber attacks, physical attacks to ground stations, and possibly even a nuclear explosion. These threats can target satellites in orbit; their communications links to and from the ground; and their ground-based command, control, and receive stations. All produce the same general result—they render our space capabilities temporarily or permanently useless. Many of these antisatellite technologies exist today, and many are dual-use in nature, including a microsatellite that could be used as an experimental spacecraft or, with a simple command, could shadow or collide with another satellite. Space is no longer a sanctuary. Those who wish to challenge America’s role in the world increasingly recognized the strategic importance of space and are more willing to deny us freedom of action in space by employing a wide range of methods.41

The contemporary, emerging threat to space capabilities posed by hostile states and non-state actors and by the space environment is fundamentally different from that experienced during the Cold War. It demands a different approach to deterrence and new tools for defense. Deterring or eliminating these threats will be difficult. There are no mutual understandings or reliable lines of communication with some adversaries.

Joint Publication 3-14 talks to the possibility of employing negation measures against adversary party space systems;42 but these components probably would not be employed tit-for-tat. A retaliatory deterrence strategy for the US has little credibility if directed at adversary space assets since the United States “…is the most space-reliant country today. Threatening to attack
adversary satellites in response to attacks on our own may prove fruitless if the adversary in question does not leverage significant military, diplomatic and economic power through such systems."\(^43\)

Of course, deterrence strategies that include threats of retaliation cannot be reasonably employed as a strategy against long-standing allies and friends who also engage in the space domain. Global engagement strategies appear better equipped to deal with such communities; and SSA tools should help provide the information needed to deal with threats posed by their systems. Deterrence may be unsuccessful in dealing with irrational non-state actors (e.g., terrorists), and it will not protect satellite systems against threats posed by space debris; so fielding SSA tools and satellite defense capabilities is also very important in responding to these threats. Deterrence could be achieved by denying adversaries the specific benefits of attacking US satellite systems. There are a number of defensive measures that can be undertaken and they lend credibility to any US response to an attack. Importantly, defensive measures can also enable survival of an environmental event or conjunction with space debris. This could be accomplished by installing passive defenses on satellites, such as hardening against electromagnetic pulse attacks (radiation hardening), taking measures to make jamming more difficult (link encryption, increased signal strength, adaptive waveforms), and using ablative shielding. These measures could help satellites both withstand and defend against attacks and survive space debris impacts and other hazards in the environment.\(^44\)

Similarly, using a defensive strategy that spreads the risk of attacks against satellite systems (by infusing redundancy into the systems with multiple platforms, or sharing capabilities on allied or friendly space systems) could convince a rational adversary that his attacks would fail. “International cooperation can complicate adversary plans and intentions, and creates more stakeholders in the orderly use of the space environment. Deterrence can be greatly reinforced if an adversary has to contend not only with a US response, but with an international response also.”\(^45\)

If deterrence fails, a “punishment strategy” could be exercised. Absolute flexibility should be maintained by the US in the way it wields its “deterrence by punishment instrument (if it chooses to wield it at all).” The full range of diplomatic, information, military, and economic instruments of national power could be considered and employed and these are not limited to offensive or defensive counterspace or space control activities. Preparing to employ these instruments “would signal to any adversary considering US space systems as a legitimate target that the US has the means and resolve to respond if it so chooses.”\(^46\)

**Responsive Infrastructure**

The US government and industrial/commercial base must be able to “develop and accelerate programs for rapid launch of satellites, to reconstitute lost systems or bolster constellations in times of crisis.”\(^47\) Assuming the first three of the four pillars of space assurance fail, a responsive infrastructure will enable an agile space community to effectively respond to threats and a changed space environment, and assure access to capabilities presented through the space domain.

Spacelift delivers satellites, payloads, and material into space. Spacelift operations are conducted to deploy, sustain, or augment satellite constellations. “During periods of increased tension or conflict,” the US must be able to “launch and deploy new or replacement space assets and capabilities necessary to maintain, augment, or add to the operational capability of space systems to achieve national security objectives. This requires responsive, affordable launch capabilities and infrastructure.”\(^48\)

Similarly, to assure continued access, satellite operations must be conducted to “maneuver, configure, and sustain on-orbit capabilities, and to activate on-orbit spares…. [S]atellite operations are executed through a host of dedicated and common-user networks.”\(^49\) So the various networks must be more fully integrated to ensure the survivability of space resources.

“Reconstitution refers to plans and operations for replenishing space capability in the event of their loss.”\(^50\) This could require repositioning surviving assets and augmentation by a variety of capabilities and replacement of lost assets. These spacelift, satellite operations, and reconstitution concepts are being explored in the ongoing Operationally Responsive Space program and other activities throughout the national security space community.

**Concluding Thoughts**

A space assurance strategy which focuses on four mutually supportive elements or pillars is better equipped to respond to man-made and environmental threats to space systems. Global engagement leverages long-standing approaches to securing and protecting the space domain through recognized international law and policy. SSA enables monitoring and prediction of threats in space. Essential to mission success and protection of space assets, SSA allows a policy maker or commander to differentiate between purposeful attacks and natural environmental hazards; this reduces the potential for misperception or miscalculation. Deterrence policies and approaches are not enough; a variety of defenses are needed to respond to man-made and environmental threats. Finally, a robust infrastructure enables space powers to provide agile responses to changes in the space environment, to threats, and to the viability of their space systems. These four pillars will enable US and friendly space systems to continue to perform their missions for the short and long term.
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Book Review

Bomb Scare: The History and Future of Nuclear Weapons

For over six decades now, humanity has coped with the legacy from those fateful August days in 1945 when Hiroshima and Nagasaki lay devastated beneath atomic clouds. In fact, a few weeks before those events, University of Chicago physicist and Nobel laureate James Franck formed a committee to consider the implications of nuclear weaponry. A report bearing his name identified the rationing of nuclear materials as the simplest way to control nuclear technology, thereby preventing an unlimited arms race. The Franck report recommended, as a matter of “long-range national policy rather than military expediency,” that the United States seek an agreement for “effective international control of the means of nuclear warfare” (p. 16). That recommendation led to formation of a United Nations commission in 1946 and, with almost 100 nations as original signatories, the Treaty on Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons in 1970.

In Bomb Scare, Joseph Cirincione, a seasoned weapons expert and current Ploughshares Fund president, reviews the history and theory of nuclear weapons from the atomic discoveries of the 1930s to the terrorist threat of the early 21st century. Surprisingly comprehensive for such a slender volume, Bomb Scare juxtaposes Cold War nuclear stockpiling among a handful of nations and the rise of a nuclear nonproliferation regime among more than 180 countries. Cirincione outlines with remarkable clarity five reasons why nations acquire, or decide not to acquire, nuclear weapons: security, prestige, domestic politics, technology, and economics. Using that framework, he analyzes what drove particular countries toward acquiring nuclear weapons, while others opted not to acquire them.

Today’s nuclear world, according to Cirincione, is far less dangerous than during the Cold War. We certainly face very serious dangers, but the “threat of a global thermonuclear war is now near zero” (p. 85). Cirincione takes comfort in knowing US and Russian nuclear weapons decreased by 61 percent between 1986 and 2006. If we no longer worry about the fate of the earth, he nonetheless finds reason to worry about the fate of our cities. Fissile material in the hands of messianic or apocalyptic terrorist groups is worrisome, because they have little or no fear of the retaliation that deters nations from using nuclear weapons. Moreover, risk of extremists obtaining bomb-grade nuclear material or an intact warhead, especially from Russia or Pakistan, has increased. The threat of nuclear terrorism, coupled with evidence of a collapsing nonproliferation regime, prompted President George W. Bush to set a fundamentally new course for US nuclear policy.

After the attacks of 11 September 2001, the Bush administration chose to abandon the old internationalist policy of managing proliferation and adopt a more action-oriented strategy of preventing nuclear proliferation. Prevention, however, was limited to states or groups hostile to the US; in other words, President Bush distinguished between “bad proliferation” and “good proliferation” (p. 114). American power, instead of multilateral treaties, became the primary means of stopping bad proliferation. Cirincione identifies “three pillars” in the Bush administration’s anti-proliferation policy: traditional nonproliferation agreements; counter-proliferation (including anti-missile systems and military action); and consequence management (responding if weapons of mass destruction were used). He compares positives and negatives of this new policy and concludes the best chance for future success lies in “a comprehensive strategy that combines the best elements of the US-centric, force-based approach with the traditional multilateral, treaty-based approach” (p. 123).

An insightful primer on nuclear proliferation and efforts to control it, Bomb Scare develops kernels of the author’s wisdom into substantial food for thought. He suggests, for example, that policies should follow two guiding principles: focus the greatest government resources on the most serious threats; and minimize proliferation drivers, while maximizing proliferation barriers. As one of the experts who contributed to Universal Compliance: A Strategy for Nuclear Security, a 2005 Carnegie Endowment report, Cirincione concurs with its recommendation that the “new strategic aim of nonproliferation policy should be to achieve universal compliance with the norms and rules of a toughened nuclear nonproliferation regime” (p. 136). In describing what that new strategy might look like, he admits the three most difficult proliferation problems confronting us are terrorism, the spread of technology for reprocessing spent nuclear fuel rods, and the emergence of new weapon states. Solving these problems, and thereby reducing the risks from nuclear weapons, he concludes, cannot be done one country at a time—it must be global.
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